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Abstract

The continuous increase in population in megacities has led to a more pronounced issue

of road congestion. Electrical vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) aircraft have been

proposed as a solution to alleviate road congestion by enabling greener and quieter

aviation, providing a more time-efficient commuting option compared to helicopters.

However, the realization of innovative eVTOL aircraft heavily relies on advancements in

high-power and energy-dense power system technologies for lightweight electrical power

systems (EPS). The limited maturity of lightweight EPS technologies and their safe in-

tegration into the aircraft pose challenges in terms of payload capacity and achievable

range for eVTOL aircraft. This significantly impacts the performance of fully electric

eVTOL aircraft for Urban Air Mobility (UAM) missions. Therefore, it is crucial to

explore innovative approaches and new technologies for optimized EPS architecture

and aerodynamic design at an early stage of the design process to achieve economical

flight for UAM. These unique attributes of eVTOL aircraft differ significantly from con-

ventional aircraft technologies and systems, emphasizing the need for a comprehensive

understanding of aerodynamic-electrical failure interdependencies and EPS protection

methodology to ensure a reliable EPS

Therefore, the main research contributions of this thesis include the development

of a novel design methodology to capture a certification-compliant EPS architecture

for an eVTOL at the preliminary design phase. This methodology integrates mission

requirements, aircraft aerodynamics, projected future availability of EPS technologies,

and safety requirements. The development of the EPS architecture is carried out in

parallel to the design of non-electrical systems to ensure future compliance with certi-

fication requirements. The methodology enables the identification of key design trades
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that minimise EPS system weight while ensuring that baseline safety criteria are met

and future compliance with certification requirements. The results show that incorpo-

rating safety measures at a later stage will have a snowball effect on the aircraft design

to meet certification requirements or stay within design constraints, such as weight.

Furthermore, a novel abstract design methodology was developed to enable critical as-

sessment of different aircraft aerodynamic configurations and explore new design spaces

and novel architecture options. This methodology summarizes the relationship between

aircraft aerodynamics and EPS requirements in a readily usable format. By combin-

ing the preliminary design methodology for a certification-compliant EPS architecture

with the abstract design methodology, the complete assessment of various aircraft con-

figurations and reliable EPS architecture designs and their weight for economic UAM

missions can be achieved.

Other main contributions of this thesis include the development of a preliminary cer-

tification compliance assessment for the use of non-resettable protection devices, specif-

ically the Pyrofuse protection device, in eVTOL concept designs. The non-resettable

nature of the device poses a challenge in the certification process for its integration

into eVTOL electrical system protection. The assessment results demonstrate that

the Pyrofuse protection device can achieve airworthiness in various roles as the pri-

mary protection for eVTOL EPS. However, the airworthiness is heavily influenced by

the physical design of the aircraft, the proposed location of non-resettable protection

devices, and their ability to withstand common mode and common cause failures to

maintain minor failures. Model-based analysis plays a critical role in supporting this

evaluation. Consequently, a comprehensive design methodology has been developed

to transiently model Pyrofuse operation, which is publicly available. The results in-

dicate that the Pyrofuse offers a significant level of resilience against transient events,

minimising nuisance-tripping, while swiftly clearing short circuit faults. This model en-

ables further assessment of Pyrofuse performance and susceptibility to different failure

modes, including common mode failures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The continuous increase of population in megacities has led to road congestion be-

coming more pronounced. It was reported in 2018 that 55% of global population are

currently residing in urban areas, and is projected to increase to 68% by 2050 [4]. With

the growth of urbanisation trends, public transportation will face substantial pressure,

and the proliferation of vehicles will exacerbate congestion problems in ground trans-

portation. This consequently leads to travel delays, longer journeys inconvenience,

and economic losses. This highlights the need for solutions in the existing transporta-

tion and infrastructure systems to increase the allowed capacity to tackle the traffic

congestion, especially in peak hours.

The introduction of Urban Air Mobility (UAM) offers an alternative transporta-

tion system by using uncluttered lower airspace over urban areas to reduce both road

congestion and gas emissions of cars stuck in traffic. The UAM also aims to provide

on-demand aerial transportation for people to commute faster utilising a novel hybrid

or Electrical Vertical and Take-off (eVTOL) aircraft. This new transportation system

allows a faster commute from San Francisco to San Jose during peak hours in 15 min-

utes compared to a 1.5 hour commute using a private vehicle [5]. For these aircraft to

operate in urban areas they need to be atleast as safe as general aviation, the noise

level of these vehicle to be below the noise level limits for urban areas, and the design

of the aircraft to be technological viable and economical for feasible UAM missions [5].

Currently, helicopters are being used for to perform UAM missions. However, heli-
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copters are noisy hence cannot operate in mass in urban areas. As such, the enabling

technology of eVTOL aircraft is the Distributed Electric Propulsion (DEP), this tech-

nology allows new design freedom in terms of the number and location of the propulsors

around the aircraft, which adds safety and reduces the noise footprint of eVTOL aircraft

compared to traditional helicopters. The DEP also replaces the mechanical complexity

and the need of onboard fuel consumption compared to traditional helicopters in the

UAM operations. For example, noise measurements published by aircraft manufac-

turers states that noise of their aircraft at a cruise altitude of 2,000 feet is measured

around 45 dBA [6], and another manufacturers’ vehicle noise level is measured around

45 dBA at altitude of 1640 ft [7], this value is assumed to be 1,000 times quieter than

helicopters’ [6–8]. Hence, using eVTOL for UAM transportation not only lower the

road congestion and commute time, but also costs and noise footprint for operation in

urban areas when compared to helicopters [9, 10].

However, there are still key factors limiting the commercialisation of eVTOL air-

craft. The support infrastructure for the charging, maintenance, and take-off/landing

all require significant investment to adopt large scale capacity of eVTOL aircraft [11,12].

Current existing helicopter pads can be used for eVTOLs in the short-term only as it

would be insufficient for large scale of eVTOL aircraft. However, this necessitates

universal standard for a charging solution is required to be followed by all eVTOL

manufacturers prior to development of charging sites is yet to be developed [13]. This

is required to ensure the charging infrastructure can be used by all eVTOL aircraft

operating in UAM. The regulatory bodies are working on developing infrastructure for

vertiports specific for eVTOL aircraft and operation certification [14]. Certification

bodies are working with aircraft developers to find the best path that defines their air-

craft type and to certify their eVTOL aircraft with safety as the primary goal [15,16].

Standardised certification requirements for the design, production, airworthiness, and

operation of eVTOL aircraft are yet to be developed, this is to prevent restricting design

novelty of this emerging market [17].

There are various aerodynamic designs of VTOL aircraft where the number of

propulsion units varies from 6 to up to 30 motors. For fully eVTOL aircraft, the

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Overview of CityAirbus demonstrator eVTOL powertrain [18]

propulsion unit are usually AC electric motors powered purely by batteries. There-

fore, DC/AC power conversion units are used to enable the use of AC electric motors.

To ensure that a single failure in the system does not affect healthy systems and re-

sult in a complete loss of the aircraft, protection devices are typically placed at the

battery terminals, motor terminals, and in between (especially for long cables) hence

preventing fault propagation. An example of a fully eVTOL is shown in Figure 1.1,

where two battery packs supply power to 8 electric motors, and each motor has its own

power conversion unit. Whereas, for hybrid electric eVTOL, the motors are supplied

power from a generator that is driven by a split between a battery and an engine. The

number of batteries and EPS distribution architecture should be designed and sized

to withstand a single or multiple failures, depending on the design objective. Elec-

trically driven propulsion systems for aircraft represent a significant step change from

the use of electrical power for secondary on-board systems for state of the art more-

electric aircraft. Electrical systems for more electric aircraft utilises 230/400 VAC and

270 Vdc [19]. While electrical systems for eVTOL aircraft is around 800 VDC with

high power requirements to lift the aircraft vertically [42]. With this high voltage and

power requirements, novel lightweight high voltage EPS technologies are required for an

economic aircraft design. Furthermore, the design of an integrated EPS to meet perfor-
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mance (e.g. weight), functionality, and certification regulations, combined with much

greater levels of coupling with non-electrical systems, such as aerodynamics, presents a

significant challenge for electrification of these aircraft propulsion systems. Hereby this

novel electrical-aerodynamic dependent systems raises new failure modes and causes of

catastrophic failure that requires developers to demonstrate reliable and failsafe aircraft

design.

The highly interconnected aerodynamic-electrical system design in eVTOL aircraft

has further highlighted the need for more stringent safety measures to maintain the

power level and aerodynamic control. While the methodologies available in the cur-

rent literature do not incorporate the investigation of the safety measures into the EPS

sizing to estimate the weight of the aircraft or mission range for technological viable eco-

nomic design. Therefore, to ensure the safe and energy-efficient aircraft design system,

this change in aircraft design compared to traditional aircraft necessitates the use of

new EPS architectures in parallel with the aerodynamic design to ensure certification-

compliant aircraft within design constraints. Key to this realisation is the availability

of lightweight EPS technologies. This constitutes one of the key motivations in this

thesis where thesis objectives are derived and presented in section 1.3.

1.1 UAM operations and eVTOL Aircraft

The UAM market for commercial operations are distinguished for intra-city and inter-

city missions. The mission distance in intra-city operations are around 30-100 km

suitable for commuting around metropolitan areas, airport shuttle, or air ambulance.

Distances longer than 100 km is considered as an inter-city. However, the energy storage

technology remains a bottleneck limiting the range and number of passengers, especially

for battery-powered eVTOL aircraft [20–22]. The current available energy density of

batteries might allow the aircraft to perform intra-city missions, but for inter-city and

multi-mission intra-city a battery with an energy density of 500 wh/kg is required,

which is expected to be available by 2030 [23]. Therefore, based on the mission and

application, the aircraft configuration is developed for the intended UAM market.
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Figure 1.2: Different types of VTOL concepts [picture taken from reference [24]]

From Figure, there are different eVTOL configurations these are, wingless “multi-

rotor”, and winged “vectored thrust” and “lift+thrust” designs. Wingless multirotor

eVTOL operates similar to a helicopter featuring high hovering efficiency, offers design

simplicity compared to other configurations in manufacturing, certification, small foot-

print, and flight manoeuvring/control [15]. However, multirotor concepts are limited

to short-haul intra-city transportation less than 100 km with current technologies. The

second configuration is vectored thrust eVTOL, this concept combine the high cruise

efficiency of conventional aircraft with the vertical lift capability of multirotor eVTOL

concepts. There are different subtypes of vectored thrust eVTOLs such as tilt-rotor

and tilt-wing. This configuration uses all of its propulsion to tilt and provide thrust for

all the flight phases. The third configuration is the lift+cruise eVTOL where it uses

fixed propulsion for hovering and tilt propulsion for all flight phases. Both vectored

thrust and lift+cruise can offer long UAM missions of up to 241 km using the current

battery technology as shown in Table 1.1. Although winged eVTOLs offer longer range,

their rotating design introduces complexity in control and subsequently complexity in

certification regulation. Additionally, the vectored thrust and lift+cruise configurations

requires larger parking spaces in the charging infrastructure in contrast to multirotor

eVTOLs due to the length of the wingspan. Table 1.1 also presents the certification
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status and the intended target for commercial operations of eVTOL aircraft currently

in development.

Table 1.1: Specifications and Certification Status of eVTOL Aircraft Under Develop-
ment.

Company Vehicle Name
Concept

Configuration
PAX

No. of

Motors

Cruise Speed

(km/h)

Range

(mi)

Certification

EIS

Volocopter [25,26] VoloCity Multirotor 2 8 90 22 mid-2024

Volocopter [27] VoloConnect Fixed-wing 3-4
6 motors

+2 fans∗
110 60 2026

e-Hang [28,29] e-Hang 216 Multirotor 2 16 100 ∼21

obtained CAAC

type certificate

in Oct. 2023

Airbus [30,31] NextGen Lift+cruise 3+1 8 120 80 2025

Airbus [32] CityAirbus Multirotor 4 8 120 60 Demonstrator

Bell [33, 34] 4EX
Wingless

Tilt-rotor
4+1 6 241 60 2025-2030

Lilium [35,36] Lilium Jet Tilt-jet 6+1 36 280 155+ 2025

Joby [37] S4 Tilt-rotor 4+1 6 322 150 2024-2025

Vertical

Aerospace [38]
VX4 Tilt-rotor 4+1 6 241 100 2026

Hyundai [39, 40] S-A2 Tilt-rotor 4+1 8 193.12 40 2028

Archer [41] Maker Tilt-rotor 2 12 241 60 Demonstrator

Archer [42] Midnight Lift+Cruise 4+1 12 241 60 2024-2025

Overair [43] Butterfly Tilt-rotor 4+1 4 322 >100 2025-2026

ASX [44] MOBI-One V3 tilt-wing 4+1 9 240 >65 2026

Dufour Aerospace

[45,46]
aEro 3 Tilt-wing 5-7 4 350 75 2025-2026

*Propulsion fans

1.2 Differences in Traditional Certification Methods

The novel configuration of eVTOL aircraft represent significant difference from the

conventional aircraft and more electric aircraft in terms of design and operation. This

difference in design varies from the aerodynamic design of the aircraft, EPS and the

propulsive system to mode of operation, and flight controls [15, 47]. In particular,

the 1) configuration design which relates to the integration of the distributed electric

propulsion into the aircraft which enables various novel aerodynamic designs, and the

2) flight mechanism which relates to the ability to land and take-off vertically and the
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transitions between flight phases. These differences necessitates the regulatory bodies

to present certification path for the manufacturers to adhere to in order to facilitate

the operation of eVTOLs in an airspace above metropolitan areas.

To address the need for a new established requirements to certify eVTOL aircraft for

air taxi missions, the FAA have adjusted the currently used certification rules alongside

additional performance-based regulations suitable for eVTOL aircraft [48,49], while the

European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) have developed new certification and

amendments documentation tailored for eVTOL and air taxi missions specifically [50].

Therefore, the change in certification affirms the need for different design approach for

the EPS architecture to address the safety requirement of the regulatory bodies than

what is currently followed for helicopter or conventional aircraft.

However, there is a lack of a system level approach to design the EPS in the literature

for eVTOL aircraft, which captures the potential electrical failures, safety requirements

from regulatory bodies and associated the safety protection measures. This change in

approach to the EPS design can affect the feasibility of the aircraft intended mission if

not considered at an earlier stage of the development of the aircraft.

On the other hand, the power-to-weight ratio of key EPS technologies is one par-

ticular area where further technology development is required. Example of key EPS

technologies are batteries, power machines, power conversion units, and protection.

The current available EPS technologies suitable for use in eVTOL aircraft are at low

maturity. This low maturity of power and energy dense technologies can considerably

contribute to the overall weight of the aircraft. In which additional challenges arise to

design a safe and low weight EPS architecture capable of transporting passengers to

long distances or multiple short missions.

With advances in the power and energy density of electrical propulsion and en-

ergy storage in the automotive and aerospace industry, the purely-electric solution is

expected to become more competitive in the future. Therefore, further study on tech-

nologies availability, roadmapping, and suitability for the design, in order to exploit

the full potential of eVTOL aircraft. This can be achieved through effective integrated

solution from technology selection to system level design, with the aim of meeting the
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design objectives and certification requirements.

1.3 Research Objectives

During the process of identifying the novelty of research at the start phase of the PhD,

the pathway is paved towards near-term research outcomes from the assessment and

viability of key electric technologies in short and long term for eVTOL economic mission

to developing a methodology for a lightweight and resilient EPS and propulsion systems

for eVTOL aircraft. Therefore, the research questions derived from the discussions in

sections 1.1 and section 1.2 highlights the need for comprehensive understanding of the

safe integration of EPS technologies and the aerodynamic-electrical failure dependencies

to derive a design methodology for economic eVTOL design in the public domain.

“Research Question (1)

What are the essential factors to consider when designing

an economically efficient and lightweight eVTOL aircraft”

“Research Question (2)

What is the process for designing a certifiable power

system architecture that incorporates non-resettable

protection devices for primary protection”

Accordingly, in order to answer the above-mentioned research questions, the re-

search conducted in this thesis addresses them in three main objectives:

1. Explore the UAM market and understand the difference in the design of eVTOL

aircraft configuration and mission profiles.

2. Define relationships and design drivers for the EPS and aerodynamics design

trade-offs, and sizing effects against available and projected technologies on the

mission profile.
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3. Investigate regulatory rules to implement resilient protection strategies suitable

for different eVTOL architectures.

(a) Establish a system level safety assessment of Pyrofuse compliance with cer-

tification regulations in aerospace applications.

(b) Establish a methodology to develop a certifiable EPS architecture within the

design weight budget.

(c) Evaluate the certifiability of non-resettable protection devices (NRPD) for

use in eVTOL aircraft.

1.4 Research Contributions

The novelty of the presented PhD research and contributions to knowledge are provided

as follows:

• A first-of-its-kind design methodology to capture a certification-compliant EPS

architecture at the preliminary design phase of an eVTOL aircraft. The method-

ology provides a systematic process to integrate the aircraft concept design includ-

ing mission requirements and aircraft aerodynamics, projected future availability

of EPS technologies, and safety requirements to identify a certification-compliant

EPS architecture. Furthermore, it enables the quantification of the impact of the

available technologies and the certification-compliant EPS on the aircraft concept

design and mission profile.

• A first of its kind preliminary certification compliance assessment for the use

of NRPDs, such as Pyrofuses, in eVTOL concept designs is established. The

design approach categorise the resultant system behaviour for different eVTOL

configurations, and more specifically, the impact on available thrust arising from

a single or series of failure events, and the implications of implementing NRPDs

in the EPS architecture.

• The first complete design methodology to transiently model a Pyrofuse device in

the public domain is developed. This initiative aims to assist in the exploration
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and accelerating low-weight protection technologies for use in eVTOL aircraft.

• A novel abstract design methodology summarising the relationship between air-

craft aerodynamics and EPS requirements in a readily usable format for EPS

assessment studies is developed. The design methodology allows the user to iden-

tify design boundaries based on mission requirements, enabling multidisciplinary

design analysis at the initial stage of aircraft design. Additionally, to explore

the viability of different aircraft configurations based on the design of the EPS

architecture, certification requirements, and available technology.

• The first comprehensive overview of the power and energy density of EPS tech-

nologies for eVTOL aircraft in 10-year roadmaps is developed. The developed

technology roadmaps can support aircraft developers to build effective system-

level design solutions; using up-to-date EPS technologies available in a certain

timeline inline with the intended entry to service target.

1.5 Publication

• S. Altouq, K. Fong, P. Norman, G. Burt, “Pyrofuse Modeling for eVTOL Air-

craft DC Protection”, SAE Technical Paper, 2021. doi:10.4271/2021-01-0041.

• S. Altouq, K. Fong, P. Norman, G. Burt, “Preliminary Certification Compli-

ance Assessment for Non-Resettable Protection Devices in eVTOL Applications”.

(Submitted to IET Electrical Systems in Transportation on 25th of November

2023 ).

• S. Altouq, K. Fong, C. Jones, P. Norman, G. Burt, “Integrated Safety Design

Methodology for a Certifiable Power System for eVTOL Aircraft”. (Submitted to

IEEE Transactions in Transportation Electrification on 12th of December 2023 ).

• S. Altouq, K. Fong, C. Jones, P. Norman, G. Burt, “Abstraction of Aerodynamic-

Electrical Relationships for Accelerated eVTOL Conceptual Design Process”,

2022. (Expected submission date to IEEE Transactions in Transportation Elec-

trification is June 2024 ).
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1.6 Thesis Outline

The structure of this thesis is divided into three main categories based on the research

outputs from the identified objectives and the summarised contributions in 1.3 and 1.4.

This thesis structure is illustrated as Figure 1.3. The main contributions of research

work in this thesis are presented in each of the following chapters.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the eVTOL aircraft design requirements for EPS

technologies. From this, 10-year roadmaps were developed for key eVTOL EPS tech-

nologies based upon a multiplicity of public-domain information sources to consolidate

the possible progression and key milestones of the technology space. The technolo-

gies covered in the proposed 10 year roadmaps include batteries, power electronics,

power machines, and protection devices. This Chapter also discusses the challenges

and attributes of these technologies for eVTOL applications.

Chapter 3 highlights the lack of published literature of the Pyrofuse device imple-

mentation in aerospace applications. In particular, the non-resettable nature of the Py-

rofuse device whose exclusive use for electrical protection present potential operational

hazards and certification challenges. Model-based analysis is critical in supporting this

evaluation. The chapter is thus dedicated to provide more understanding of the device

structure, operation, and performance. From this, the first design methodology to tran-

siently model Pyrofuse operation, drawing characteristics from commercially available

datasheets. Lastly, case studies were used to analyse the associated device and system

level operational capabilities and limitations in a candidate eVTOL electrical system

architecture.

Consequently, Chapter 4 lists the latest version of amendments and regulatory

advice available at the time of writing. This includes a thorough overview of exist-

ing certification standards related to the use of NRPDs in critical roles of eVTOL

EPS, in order to highlight corresponding compliance requirements for Pyrofuse deploy-

ment. The chapter also highlights potential hazards which could lead to common mode

failures. To address constraints, first of its kind preliminary certification compliance

assessment which provides guidance for compliant integration of NRPDs such as Pyro-
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fuses in eVTOL concept designs. The approach combines regulatory rules, the existing

Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA) method and the identification of key eVTOL safety

design drivers for a more cohesive airworthy design.

Building upon certification requirements related to the EPS for eVTOL aircraft,

Chapter 5 presents an overview of the industry standards safety assessment guidelines

and design methodologies in literature. The literature review in this chapter highlights

that the detailed design of the EPS to meet regulatory safety requirements is often

oversimplified at an early stage. The chapter presents and describes the proposed first-

of-its kind design methodology to capture a certification-compliant EPS architecture at

the preliminary design phase of an eVTOL aircraft. Finally, the chapter illustrate the

impact of technology advancement, using the database of key EPS technologies from

the 10-year roadmaps in Chapter 2, and the impact of a certification-compliant EPS

architecture design on the weight and mission profile when considered at a later stage

of the design process.

Given the detailed aerodynamic design of the methodologies in the literature, Chap-

ter 6 presents a novel abstraction design methodology summarising the relationship

between aircraft aerodynamics and EPS requirements in a readily usable format for

EPS assessment studies. The case studies demonstrates the developed abstraction

design methodology offers high correlation for a wide range of aircraft sizes and config-

urations.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the research in this thesis highlighting the main

results, key limitations and associated recommendations for future work.
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res

Figure 1.3: Flowchart of the Thesis Outline
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Chapter 2

Technology Maturity Roadmaps

for Power System Components

The viability of aerial taxi missions is highly dependent on the mass and reliability of

the EPS to supply uninterrupted power to the propulsion [51–53]. Yet, the electrical

power system is limited by the low maturity, in terms of power and energy density, of

the current available critical technologies. Therefore, the integration of the technologies

into a single power and propulsion system requires significant attention to provide a

viable solution capable of supporting the mission requirements.

Following from this, there is a clear need for a consolidated capture and project

of relevant electrical technology capability and availability in order to develop effective

solutions. This Chapter presents a summary and discussion of 10-year roadmaps for key

electrical technologies required for eVTOL design as seen in Figure 1.1. This first step is

critical into understanding the impact of technologies on the design of the power system

and on the overall aircraft performance. As discussed in Chapter 1, the key electrical

technologies covered in this chapter are energy storage (i.e. battery technologies), power

electronics, power machines, and protection devices. Power-to-weight and energy-to-

weight ratios have been obtained from public domain sources on existing technologies

and market or research-based projections in order to establish technological progression

trendlines. These can subsequently be used to influence electrical power and propulsion

system design choices and strategies for future platforms.
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A total of 5 roadmaps have been developed and presented in this chapter. One

roadmap was developed for energy storage, two roadmaps were developed for power

electronics: one for AC/DC and DC/AC, and one for DC/DC. This distinction is

due to the different configurations of DC/DC compared to AC/DC and DC/AC units.

DC/DC units can include switching regulators, transformers, and capacitors to achieve

the desired voltage conversion, while AC/DC or DC/AC systems mostly consist of

diodes, switches, and filters.

Additionally, two roadmaps were created for electrical machines: one for high-torque

motors and one for high speed motors. This distinction is due to the high-speed motors

are lighter and has higher power density than high-torque motors, and are currently

used in the automotive industry. It is important to note that the technology roadmaps

do not include protection devices due to insufficient data on power-to-weight ratios and

technology progression available in the public domain.

The roadmaps of the key technologies presented in this Chapter provide means to

estimate the weight of the of the EPS in the literature for higher fidelity evaluation

of the mission range with the required payload weight. Also for aircraft at conceptual

level, technological roadmapping provides an indication on when a certain mission range

is achievable and the allowable passengers payload.

2.1 Energy Storage - Battery Technologies

Higher specific energy density battery technology can provide longer mission range

and/or increased mission rates between recharging. Power dense batteries are required

for eVTOLs to allow high discharge rates for the high power requirement during the

hovering and landing phases, and allow faster charging, extending battery longevity

and safety margins. Batteries with high power discharging are especially essential for

eVTOL aircraft designs with high disc loading which compromises the energy density

of the battery [54,55]. This shows an evident trade-off between high energy and power

dense batteries to support the flight mechanism and mission economics of eVTOL

aircraft. From this, depending on the aircraft design, appropriate selection of batteries

can be attained through a tailored combination of battery cell chemistry to achieve
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energy dense batteries with high power capabilities to satisfy the mission requirements

all while focusing on maintaining low weight and volume.

Lithium-ion batteries are the main energy dense, market-available option for eVTOL

applications, whilst the emerging Lithium air (Li-air)/Lithium-Sulfur (Li-S) [56–58] and

Lithium metal polymer/Solid State battery technologies [59,60], are being pursued for

further increased energy density. In terms of energy density levels of battery technology,

the UAM community has published various projections. At a cell level, Roland Berger

indicated that in 2019, the maximum Lithium-ion battery cell level energy density

was around 300 Wh/kg [61], but by 2025 Lithium metal polymer/solid state batteries

should achieve energy densities of greater than 400 Wh/kg, and by 2030 an energy

density of greater than 500 Wh/kg may be achieved using lithium air technologies. In

conjunction, NASA has published projected cell level projections of 400 Wh/kg by 2025

and with a higher projection of 600 Wh/kg by 2030 [62]. The UK ATI also provides a

500 Wh/kg cell level projection for 2030, similar to Roland Berger [19].

Combining the various energy density data projected by the UAM community above

with other publicly available information for cell level energy density from manufac-

turers [63]- [88]. Figure 2.1 presents a combined roadmap of battery technology from

2016 to 2030 (including the 10 year projection from 2020 to 2030). The data points

for cell energy density are labelled as “prior” for technology available from 2017 to the

start of 2022 and projected densities from later 2022 to 2032 are labelled as “projected”

densities. In this, a linear trendline was chosen to link all past and projected energy

densities data in Figure 2.1 to determine the technology progression over the follow-

ing years. In contrast to the UAM specific data presented in the roadmap, there is

evidence that automotive and UAV sectors have already reached or exceeded the 400

Wh/kg threshold in 2018-2019 [65,66].

An outlier to the Lithium-ion battery projections is discussed above, in 2019 Innolith

announced intentions to develop a novel electrolyte variant aimed for cell level energy

density of 1000 Wh/kg battery by 2024 with lifespan greater than 800 cycles [87]. To

this date, the company has not posted any follow up of the technology in development.

As such, due to lack of any updates the energy density projection of this technology
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Figure 2.1: Batteries Roadmap Highlighting Technology Energy Density Prior to 2022
and Projected.

have not been included in the roadmap presented in Figure 2.1. Additionally, Lyten is

currently developing a graphene based Li-S battery with potential to achieve 900 Wh/kg

with cycles greater than 1,400 for electric vehicles [88]. Recent news in 2023 have shown

that Lyten have secured funding to automate pilot line to produce Li-S batteries three

times greater than a lithium-ion battery [89]. Thus Lyten’s energy density projection

has been considered in the roadmap presented in Figure 2.1. However, due to the large

amount of data points around 200-500 Wh/kg, the trendline was not much affected by

the single 900 Wh/kg data point.

From the linear trendline in Figure 2.1, (2.1) is extracted and can be used to estimate

the energy density progression of batteries in the following years.
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Battery = 20.938 • Y − 41961 (Wh/kg) (2.1)

Where Y in (2.1) corresponds to a given year. In addition to the cell level energy

density road mapping, the battery energy density is reduced by roughly by a further 25%

when taking into account the battery overhead packaging and the operating range of the

battery’s state of charge [71,72], thus reducing the usefulness of the full energy density.

The lifespan of some of the novel cell technologies are currently limited to a low cycle

which increases the operational and maintenance costs of the aircraft. Furthermore,

a range of technologies are in the process for production in the upcoming year/s [77,

78], others are in continued development requiring additional years for certification,

production, and ready for commercialisation [69,73,87,88].

2.2 Electric Motors for Propulsion

Electric motors convert the power from the electrical system to the mechanical propul-

sion system to provide the thrust required to maintain flight. The main design drivers

for electric motors in the UAM market and eVTOL applications are high power and

torque density, and efficiency for a light-weight design [16, 92, 93]. The design and the

nature of flight phases of the eVTOL aircraft demands a motor with high torque capa-

bility and limited speed range. DEP enable significant reduction of the noise level to

operation requirement in UAM setting compared to helicopters [6–8]. While the current

available and technology progression of motors in the automotive industry is focused on

the production of high speed motors for EV applications [93], high-torque electric mo-

tors are currently available at low power density and thus suffer from increased weight

in comparison to high speed motors.

With regards to motor types, permanent magnet motors (e.g., Permanent Syn-

chronous Motor (PMSM) appear to be the most appropriate choice for eVTOL aircraft

propulsion. This is as a result of its high torque density, compact sizing, high efficiency

and fast transient response [94, 95]. The capability of PMSMs to maintain full torque

is well suited for the requirements of eVTOLs’, in particular the higher consumption
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take-off and landing flight phases. Having said that, PMSMs are costly and require

complex control system when compared to other motor technologies [94,95].

In terms of current technology levels, the automotive industry has been the main

application driver for developing light-weight high speed motors for EV applications.

Recent published advancements in the automotive industry have achieved power densi-

ties up to 13 kW/kg with plans to excel beyond 15 kW/kg [96,97]. These technologies

are high speed motors with a potential use for aerospace applications but require me-

chanical reduction gearbox to control the speed range of the motors. Whereas motors

operating at low speed range with high-torque capability offer a direct drive system

which enables low noise emission without the need of a gearboxes and reduces the

reliability and power loss of the mechanical system [16].

In terms of technology projections, the ATI have published the achieved power den-

sity by 2020 is at around 3 kW/kg for small aircraft/urban air transport applications,

with subsequent projections of 7.5 kW/kg by 2026 [19] for sub-regional aircraft, and 12

kW/kg by 2030 for mid-size commercial aircraft. While NASA 10 years research goals

are targeting a power density of 13 kW/kg by 2025, and 15-years goals of 16 kW/kg

by 2030 with improved efficiency [98].

However, the high power densities achievable might still not be all suitable for

eVTOL applications due to their aforementioned low speed high torque requirements

coupled with noise requirements. Two roadmaps for electrical machines, that might

be suitable for eVTOL aircraft are presented. The first one is for machines configured

for rated speeds between 1000 RPM and 2500 RPM consistent with ranges of known

eVTOL designs with ten or less rotors Figure 2. The second one, shown in Figure 2.3,

is to cover the progression of higher speed motors, which may be more suited to small-

diameter eVTOL applications with over ten rotors, which the machines can operate

at higher RPM while maintaining low noise levels [99, 100]. This could be achievable

as Lilium claims their aircraft is well under the regulation requirements to operate in

urban areas while having an aircraft design with 36 small diameter motors rotating in

a high RPM [24].

To reiterate the fact that the selection of electric motors is highly dependent on the
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aircraft design, weight budget, and the product availability. The recent development

of technologies has presented different options for electrical motors suitable for eVTOL

applications, such as direct driven high torque motors, high speed motors with a re-

duction gearing system, or compact motor design with integrated power electronics.

The current aerospace and automotive market show an increase of development in inte-

grated high speed electric motor design which includes power electronics and reduction

gears, if needed, in a single compact packaging. This integrated design offers increased

power density for power electronics and machines altogether up to and greater than 11

kW/kg (e.g., [101–106]). For high power dense products introduced by the automotive

industry, re-design or re-packaging is required to comply with the aerospace standards,

these necessary changes might reduce the published power density of the product. Be-

sides that, the detrimental factor of the selection is based on the noise emitted from

the propeller tip speed and propulsion system, which in turn is heavily dependent on

the aircraft design and motor arrangement.

Combining the power density data projected by ATI and NASA discussed with

other publicly available power density references for existing 1000 RPM to 2500 RPM

range motors from manufacturers in [107]- [116], Figure 2.2 presents the combined data

for motor technology suitable for eVTOL designs with less than 10 rotors. The data

points are labelled as “prior” for technology available from 2016 to the start of 2022

and projected densities from later 2022 to 2032 are labelled as “projected” densities.

In this, a linear trendline was chosen to link all past and projected energy densities

data in Figure 2.2 to determine the technology progression over the following years. .

From the linear trendline in Figure 2.2, (2.2) is extracted and can be used to estimate

the energy density progression of electric motors with a speed of 1000 RPM to 2500

RPM in the following years.

Low Speed Motor = 0.5769 • Y − 1160.3 (kW/kg) (2.2)

Due to the lack of data between 2022 and 2026, the trendline in Figure 2.2 is highly

affected by the 10 and 12 kW/kg power density projections presented by ATI.

Similar to Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3 presents a combined roadmap of motor technology
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Figure 2.2: High Torque Electric Propulsion Motor Roadmap Highlighting Technology
Power Density Prior to 2022 and Projected. Suitable for eVTOL of and less than 10
Direct Drive Rotors.

eVTOL designs with 10 rotors and higher with RPM range of and over 2500 from

manufacturers in [117]- [127]. The projections of power density for high speed motors

(2500+ RPM) are higher than low speed motors (1000-2500 RPM). This is mainly due

to the automotive efforts to develop high speed motors for EV applications [93]. All the

data presented for the projections are based on what is available in the public domain.

In this, a linear trendline was chosen to link all past and projected energy densities

data in Figure 2.3 to determine the technology progression over the following years.

In Figure 2.3 a high power density motor is projected, in 2022 Denso has developed

a motor weighing approximately 4 kg and having an output of 100 kW forr Lilium

aircraft high-speed motor requirement [125]. This power density projection data point

is included in the roadmap presented in Figure 2.3. However, due to the large amount

of data points around 5-12 kw/kg, the trendline was not much affected by the single

25 kW/kg data point.
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Figure 2.3: High Speed Electric Propulsion Motor Roadmap Highlighting Technology
Power Density Prior to 2021 and Projected Suitable for eVTOL with More Than 10
Geared Rotors.

From the linear trendline in Figure 2.3, (2.3) is extracted and can be used to estimate

the energy density progression of electric motors with a speed of 2500+ RPM in the

following years.

High Speed Motor = 0.7582 • Y − 1523.9 (kW/kg) (2.3)

In addition to the presented roadmaps, thermal cooling systems are an important

factor to consider as the choice of the cooling method highly affects the weight and

motor arrangement. According to [128], the thermal cooling system can contribute up

to 30% of the motor dry weight. However, the weight of the thermal cooling system

is often not incorporated as a part of the published power density of the motor, it is

considered separate which reduces the published power density. There are many types of
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cooling system, yet for eVTOL aircraft and high torque density applications air-cooling

is widely used due to the airflow surrounding the motors [16]. Air-cooling motors are

thus lighter in weight due to the use of the surrounding air and less complex in design

than liquid cooled motors [16]. However, they have less effective heat rejection than

liquid cooled motors. As such, cooling systems are chosen depending on the propulsion

design, location, and access to abundant airflow around the motors.

2.3 Power Electronics

Power electronics are used to regulate the power from the energy storage in order

to drive the electric motors. The main requirements of power electronics devices is

to regulate and control the power flow with high efficiency and reduced volume and

weight.

Recent development in wide-band gap materials i.e. Gallium Nitride (GaN) and

Silicon Carbide (SiC) offer lighter switches and fewer losses than Silicon modules. SiC

modules are expensive and are currently utilised in aerospace niche markets thereby

widely available in high voltages [136]. With the current demands for the electrification

of the automotive industry, mass production will drive the costs associated with power

electronics modules down [129]- [132]. The progress of these technologies is mainly

for the automotive industry and thus would require further adaptation for aerospace

airworthiness certification to be used in eVTOL aircraft.

In terms of power density targets for power conversion devices, advisory bodies

have divided the projections for AC/DC and DC/AC different than projections to

DC/DC devices. This is mainly AC/DC and DC/AC having the same components and

configuration in comparison to DC/DCs. For AC/DC and DC/AC inverters, the US

Department of Energy (DOE) has funded research projects in widegap semiconductors

and inverters in the automotive industry for a power density target of more than 14.1

kW/kg by 2020 [133]. The UK Advanced Propulsion Centre (APCUK) has set different

targets for the power density by 2025 for inverters to be 22 kW/kg [134], while Horizon

2020 European project aims to achieve a target of 15 kW/kg with an efficiency of 99%,

a reported TRL was 5 in 2018 [135]. The ATI aims to achieve a target of 10 kW/kg by
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2025 [19].

The power density targets for DC/DC converter are as follows, the DOE funded

research projections for 2-port (bidirectional buck-boost) to be 15 kW/kg and 6 kW/kg

by 2025 [134]. NASA has set a power density goal of 19 kW/kg sponsoring research with

General Electric to produce SiC/Silicon DC/DC converter but has not set a specific

date. The 2-port DC/DC converter is a bidirectional buck-boost with 2 non-isolated

ports [134]. Although SiC and GaN based power conversion devices are the trend in

automotive and aerospace industries, there are limited data on the weight and power

density of power conversion devices available in the public domain.

Figure 2.4: AC/DC-DC/AC Power Conversion Roadmap Highlighting Technology
Power Density Prior to 2022 and Projected.

Combining the power density data projected by DOE and ATI discussed with other

publicly available power density references for AC/DC and DC/AC devices. Figure 2.4

presents a combined roadmap of AC/DC and DC/AC power conversion devices using

the following referenced data points [130]- [146]. From this, a linear trendline was
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chosen to link all past and projected energy densities data in Figure 2.4 to determine

the technology progression over the following years. In the Figure, the data points

for the power density advertised from manufacturers and from research prototypes are

labelled as “Prior” and are available from 2014 to the start of 2022. Projected densities

from later 2022 to 2032 are labelled as “projected” densities.

Nonetheless, as eVTOLs powered by batteries have a DC distribution system,

DC/AC power conversion devices are used. As the internal components and design

of AC/DC is similar to DC/AC power conversion units, advisory bodies have used the

same projections for the units. Hence, the trendline presented in Figure 2.4 can be

used for DC/AC projections.

From the trendline in Figure 2.4, (2.4) is extracted and can be used to estimate

the energy density progression of inverters (e.g., AC/DC and DC/AC) in the following

years.

DC/AC orAC/DC = 0.7331 • Y − 1457.8 (kW/kg) (2.4)

While Figure 2.5 presents a combined power density data projected by DOE, ATI,

NASA, etc, discussed with other publicly available power density references for DCDC

devices. The reference of these data points are [135, 147]- [154]. In this Figure, the

data points for the power density advertised from manufacturers and from research

prototypes are labelled as “Prior” and are available from 2014 to the start of 2022.

Projected densities from later 2022 to 2032 are labelled as “projected” densities. In

this, a linear trendline was chosen to link all past and projected energy densities data

in Figure 2.5 to determine the technology progression over the following years. From

the linear trendline in Figure 2.5, (2.5) is extracted and can be used to estimate the

energy density progression of converter (DC/DC) in the following years. Where Y in

(2.5) corresponds to a given year.

DC/DC = 0.5094 • Y − 1012.3 (kW/kg) (2.5)

The presented data points of the power electronics devices has limited information
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Figure 2.5: DC/DC Power Conversion Devices Roadmap Highlighting Technology
Power Density Prior to 2021 and Projected

regarding what is included in the advertised power density, an example being the fil-

tering components. The weight and size of the Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)

filter has a significant impact on the overall weight of the power electronics devices

contributing to between 25% to 40% of the total device weight [155,156].

2.4 Power Protection

Protection devices are essential to isolate any potential faults that might occur during

a journey, and ensure the aircraft can maintain flight after experiencing a fault. The

main requirement of protection devices for eVTOL aircraft is the ability to isolate the

fault rapidly for high voltages and fault current.

Conventional resettable protection devices are Electro-mechanical molded case cir-

cuit breaker (MCCB), circuit breakers and DC contactors. MCCBs are available in

high DC voltages for the Photovoltaic industry [157,158], yet they have relatively slow
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response time for DC systems and are also susceptible to arcing damage causing low life-

time [166]. The DC contactors and conventional circuit breakers have their limitations

for high voltage and high power demands for EV or electric aircraft applications [159].

Fuses are available in a wide range of high voltages, are cheap, and small in size.

With the recent development in the automotive industry, hybrid Pyrofuse protection

device was developed as a solution to similar issues faced in the state of the art electric

vehicles [159, 160]. Pyrofuse is unlike conventional fuses as it has characteristics such

as: excellent at clearing low fault currents, better cycling performance, lower conduc-

tion losses, and the time-current curve can be tuned to fit the system [159, 160]. In

terms of current development, Panasonic [161] have presented a new type of Pyrofuse

to provide fault protection and isolation for high power density battery applications.

Bosch [162] and Texas Instruments [163] are developing current sensing circuits for

externally triggered Pyrofuses. Mersen have developed a hybrid Pyrofuse protection

solution for fast DC overcurrent limitation suitable for high voltage requirements for

aerospace applications [159, 164]. The authors in [159] have presented the testing of

Mersen’s self-triggered Xp-series Pyrofuse with a fault level of 11 kA at 500 VDC.

With regards to the implementation of Pyrofuses in an aerospace environment,

Mersen [164] in 2016 had also stated its intention to test the Xp-series Pyrofuse in an

Airbus concept aircraft, although no publicly available update on this test has been

provided to date. Safran and Pyroalliance are also developing protection solutions using

Pyrofuses for high voltage electric aircraft applications [165]. However, Pyrofuse devices

are non-resettable, which introduces further constraints on the integration into the

electrical power system for airworthy operation. Further discussion on the performance

of the device is presented in Chapter 3.

The recent development in resettable semiconductor devices succeeded in the limi-

tation of conventional protection devices, offering a fast tripping speed against short-

circuit faults [166]. As a consequence, solid-state circuit breaker (SSCB) and solid-state

power controller (SSPC) have recently received extensive attention in research [167].

The SSCBs offer fault current interruption; it trips when the current exceeds the thresh-

old. Similarly, SSPC can detect abnormal excess of fault energy (I2) which trips ac-
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cording to a threshold current. In addition to that, the SSPC also has the capability

to detect arc faults, fast fault clearance, and power-load management with the control

of a digital processor [168,169].

SSCBs are available commercially in high voltages for non-aerospace applications

(e.g. 1kV and up to 5 kA [170]). Similarly, SSPCs are available but at low voltages, as

shown in Table 2.1. The on-state losses of a SSCB is significantly greater than in typical

circuit breakers [171]. Therefore when scaling up, the increased on-state and energy

losses of both SSPCs and SSCBs leads to increased requirements for cooling which

contributes to a significant portion of the devices’ weight [171, 172]. Active and liquid

cooling systems offers reduced size and weight of the overall system compared with

passive cooling methods [171]. Further development is required to reduce the volume

and weight of the cooling and packaging of these devices which in turn will reduce the

weight of the power system in eVTOL aircraft. It is important to highlight that the

presented weight of the SSPC modules in Table 2.1 obtained from the manufacturer

datasheet do not include heatsinks or external cooling.

Table 2.1: List of Current Available SSPCs [173]- [177]

Reference no.
Voltage

(V)

Current

(A)

Power

(kW)

Weight

(g)

Power Density

(kW/kg)

SPDP50D375 375 50 1.5 650 28.8

SPDP50D28-1 55 50 2.75 40 68.75

SSP-21116 270 15 4.05 115 35.2

MDSPC270M-50xL 270 500 135 350 385.7

P800 28 150 4.2 500 8.4

P600 28 80 2.24 500 4.48

As there is limited information available on protection devices in the public domain

thus with insufficient data points a 10-year technology roadmap is not feasible. The

following projections can provide a timeline for SSPCs maturity. From the roadmap

in [178], SSPC fault current interruption devices with 100 kW and 750 VDC is highly

probable to be available at market in N+1 timeframe (according to [179], initial opera-
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tional capability in 2015-2025), and power up to 1MW and 750 VDC in N+2 timeframe

(According to [179], translates to 2025-2030). While SSCBs devices maturity will have

a TRL of 4-6 by 2025 [178].

2.5 Summary

From the presented literature review in this chapter there is a notable increase in the

development of battery and power electronics technologies suitable for the use in eV-

TOL aircraft. While the requirement for the development of power machines for the

automotive industry is different than the requirement for eVTOL and aerospace appli-

cations; this show slower pace improvement in the power density. Additionally, there is

a lack of information published from manufacturers regarding development targets and

power density of the power protection devices in the public domain. Whilst solid-state

switch improvements in power electronics can potentially be transferred to the devel-

opment of power protection components, nothing is published unfortunately regarding

that as well. However, it is most likely that aircraft developers might be developing

novel in-house technologies or collaborating with a supplier to custom design a tech-

nology that suits their aircraft needs accelerate. As discussed, collaboration between

denso and Lilium to develop a motor that suits their aircraft performance, similarly is

likely to be done for power protection and power electronics. As these technologies are

considered novel, additional years are required to obtain for product type certification,

production, and ready for commercialisation. The earlier the collaboration commence

the higher chance the eVTOL developer to hit their targeted EIS timeline.

Using the trendlines from the Figures presented in this Chapter, Table 2.2 provides

a summary of the power and energy density of current existing technologies from 2017

and future projections in 2025 and 2030. The technologies covered are critical to the

power system design and include batteries for the energy storage, power electronics, and

power machines. With regards to protection devices, due to insufficient data points, a

10-year technology roadmap was not feasible.

Most importantly to note is that these technologies are still low in maturity for the
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Table 2.2: Current Existing and Future Projections of Technological Parameters Ab-
stracted from the Roadmaps

Technologies
Energy/Power Density

2017 2025 2030

Batteries (Wh/kg)
Cell level 270.9 438.5 543.1

Pack level 203.2 328.8 407.35

Electric Machines

(kW/kg)

High torque motors 3.3 7.9 10.8

High speed motors 5.4 11.5 15.2

Power Electronics

(kW/kg)

Converter (DC/DC) 15.2 19.2 21.78

Inverter (AC/DC or DC/AC) 20.9 26.7 30.39

use in eVTOL aircraft which can hinder the exploration of novel designs, and increases

the challenges of designing light weight aircraft with high reliability and redundancy

viably satisfy a range of missions. This highlights the need to understand a holistic

integration for viable EPS and aircraft aerodynamic design to achieve the mission

targets without compromising the safety of the aircraft. This has been further explored

in chapter 6 where presents a methodology to design a certification compliant EPS

architecture in the preliminary design phase of the eVTOL aircraft is presented.

The recently introduced Pyrofuse device in the literature show a potential for use

in aerospace applications. This device can offer low-weight solutions as a protection

device in the power system architecture. However, it is non-resettable which requires

further work to investigate the performance and robustness of the Pyrofuse device to

assist the acceleration in this emerging market. Therefore, the first step into assessing

the use of the Pyrofuse is by modelling the device in an aerospace environment enabling

the capability for further investigations, this is further studied in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Transient model of Pyrofuse DC

Protection Device for eVTOL

Aircraft

Chapter 2 highlights the need for high DC voltage protection devices available in light-

weight suitable for eVTOL aircraft. There is continuous development of solid-state

protection devices in literature for non-aerospace applications due to their fast fault

interruption times and arc-less performance [167–169]. However, the potentially short

term EIS targets for proposed eVTOL platforms mean that suitably rated devices

available in light-weight and volume for aerospace applications may not be ready in

time for use [178,179].

The relatively recent emergence of Pyrofuse devices offers an opportunity for use

in eVTOL aircraft with light-weight benefits, high power density, fast fault isolation.

Crucially, despite their other attractive qualities, Pyrofuses are non-resettable devices

and with the lack of precedence of their operation in aerospace, better understand-

ing of the Pyrofuses within eVTOL applications is required. Therefore, this chapter

presents the first modelling methodology for a self triggered Pyrofuse circuit model

available in the public domain to allow the exploration of the Pyrofuse device. Using

the model, a performance analysis of the protection device was conducted in a generic

eVTOL architecture under different simulated fault conditions that are likely to occur
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in aerospace environments to highlight the advantages and limitations of its use. The

modelling methodology utilises parameters extracted from manufacturers’ datasheets

to allow for a more accurate representation of tripping profiles. The proposed method

exhibits some limitations and assumptions which are also discussed in this Chapter.

The work in this chapter aims to assist in the exploration and assessment of low-

weight overcurrent protection technologies for high voltage aerospace applications such

as in eVTOL aircraft applications.

3.1 Pyrofuse Fundamentals

A Pyrofuse is unlike conventional fuses as it has characteristics such as: excellent at

clearing low fault currents, better cycling performance, lower conduc- tion losses, and

the time-current curve can be tuned to fit the system [159,160]. This is because of the

hybrid configuration of the Pyrofuse; where a pyroswitch (also named as pyrotechnic

switch), and a fuse are connected in parallel. This parallel configuration allows the

designer to can choose the best components of each type which enables tunability.

This type of a Pyrofuse requires an external electronic signal to isolate a fault from the

system. Figure 3.1 shows the parallel configuration of an external triggered Pyrofuse,

where the pyroswitch is grey, and the fuse is white [164].

Figure 3.1: Parallel configuration of the external triggered Pyrofuse device [164]
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To use an external triggered Pyrofuse, a current sensor, electronic circuit board

to configure the triggering signal, and a power supply to power the electronic circuit

board. Figure 3.2 presents the schematic of external triggered Pyrofuse device. During

normal operation, the pyroswitch and fuse is closed and is connected to the rest of the

system allowing nominal current to flow. During failure event, the sensor detects the

abnormal current which is above the configured rated current and sends a signal to the

pyroswitch to trigger [159,164].

Figure 3.2: Schematic of an electronic-triggered Pyrofuse device [164]

The second type of a Pyrofuse is self-triggered which consists of two fuses and a

pyroswitch, one fuse is used as a sensor and the other fuse is in parallel to the pyroswitch

as in the external triggered Pyrofuse. The self-triggering method offers cost savings

and less complexity than an electronic controlled Pyrofuse, as it eliminates the need

for current sensor in the system, electronic circuit board to configure the triggering

signal, and a power supply. Furthermore, electronic signal devices are prone to EMI

failures which can result in triggering the Pyrofuse in normal operations. However,

self- triggered devices provide less functionality for tuning tripping characteristics [159].

And, the current sensor fuse is a normal DC fuse which is dependent on the magnitude

of current.

In this Chapter, the self-triggering version of the Pyrofuse is modelled as this is the
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more complex version of two Pyrofuse options. The Pyrofuse design published in [159]

was used as a reference for the model development. Figure 3.3 presents a schematic of a

self-triggered Pyrofuse device consists of a pyroswitch (PS) shown in an yellow-coloured

box, two fuses (F1, F2) and a resistor (Rignition). Similarly, the electronically triggered

Pyrofuse can be easily derived from this model by replacing the sensor fuse (F1) with

an alternative trigger signal in the model.

Figure 3.3: The operating conditions of self-triggered Pyrofuse device. (a) shows
normal operating conditions, and (b) shows abnormal operating conditions

In hardware, the PS is placed on top of a copper conductor and utilises a pyrotechnic

trigger and miniature guillotine to achieve the force through the conductor and hence

disconnecting the circuit [164]. The trip sequence starts with the F1 which is sized

for the nominal circuit current flow and is underrated for voltage. F1 is in series with

the conductor of the PS and allows nominal current flow. F1 operates when the initial

accumulated fault current exceeds the trip threshold, which in turn causes the current to
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divert through the Rignition. An electrical arc is present between F1 terminals and will

sustain as F1 is underrated for voltage, as shown in orange Figure 3.3. This arc is used

as a voltage source by the initiator. While the speed of the PS ignition is depicted by

the diverted current through the Rignition which in turn separates the conductor. From

this, the parallel fuse (F2) to the conductor is rated at nominal voltage, subsequently

opens, extinguishing the inductive arcing that occurs as the conductor separates and

of F1.

The sub model for F1 and F2 have the same model structure and operating sequence.

This is further discussed in the section 3, including the sub model for the PS.

3.2 Model Formation

3.2.1 Fuse Sub-Model

The fuse design published in [180, 181] is used as a reference for fuse elements F1 and

F2 in the Pyrofuse circuit model. The flowchart in Figure 3.4 summarises the working

sequence and control of the fuse model under short transient and permanent fault

conditions. The component layout of the fuse model is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The

fuse’s switch state is 1 when it is closed (Fs = 1), and 0 when it is opened (Fs = 0).

Under normal conditions, the fuse switch is closed and the circuit current conducts

through the fuse. If the current (I) rises above the rated current threshold (Ir) of the

fuse, indicating the potential occurrence of a fault in the power system, the model will

start to calculate the accumulated melting energy of the fuse (Emelt). This calculation

is performed over the period (Stmelt) from the fault occurrence (t1) to (t2), where (t2)

is either the instance at which (Emelt) is high enough to melt the fuse or the point

at which (I) becomes less than (Ir) again, resetting the melting energy calculation to

zero. This accumulated melting energy Emelt is calculated using (3.1).

Emelt =

∫ t2

t1
I2 • t dt (A2s) (3.1)

The catalog energy (Ec) is the peak value of the melting energy of the fuse. If the

calculated (Emelt) is larger than the threshold (Ec), the fuse will melt. The parameters
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Figure 3.4: Flowchart of the Fuse Model Working Principle

to calculate (Ec) are obtained from manufacturer’s datasheet Time Current Curve

(TCC). The authors in [181] have identified that polynomial model was the best choice

for fuse TCC data fitting amongst other models such as exponential, and Two-Terms

Gaussian. Therefore, polynomial regression function is selected for curve fitting in this

study. The data from the Ec can be curve fitted using a polynomial regression function

like that shown in (3.2) within the sub model to dynamically calculate (Ec) within the

simulation model.

Ec = a+ b0(x)1 + b1(x)2 + b2(x)3....+ bk(x)k−1 (3.2)

Where variable x in (3.2) is the melting time from the TCC, a b1....bk are polynomial

coefficients, and k is degree of a polynomial.
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When the fuse melts, the transition to arcing is modelled through the simultaneous

opening of switch (Fs) and closing of the arcing path switch (As ) as shown in Figure

3.5. To emulate the arcing behaviour of the fuse, an RC equivalent circuit is utilised.

This is highlighted in Figure 3.5. There is limited information in the literature on

specifying fuse arcing time, with most of the published papers acquiring the arcing

time from either the clearing time in the manufacturer datasheet, experimental data or

by utilising the IEEE 1584 arcing time assumption [180–182]. The presented Pyrofuse

model employs the IEEE assumption for the arcing time, and a method outlined in [181]

whereby RC values are empirically tuned to provide a desired arcing time (tarc) and

peak current (I0).

Once the circuit current reaches zero, the arc is considered to be extinguished and

the switch (AS) is opened again.

Figure 3.5: Equivalent Circuit of the Fuse when blown

3.2.2 Pyroswitch Sub-Model

The PS element within the Pyrofuse is an interrupter device that cuts into the conductor

to isolate the fault. This disconnection is achieved by a small pyrotechnic charge

actuating a miniature guillotine which cuts through the conductor [164]. An example

of PS operation from [164] is illustrated in Figure 3.6. From this, The flowchart in

Figure 3.7 summarises the control sequence of the PS model used to represent this

disconnection under normal and fault conditions.
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the pyroswitch operation [164]

Figure 3.7: Flowchart of the Operating Conditions of Pyroswitch Device

As shown previously in Figure 1, when the F1 operates, the current is forced to

flow through the Rignition into the PS component. When the current in the resistive

path (Iinitiator) exceeds the firing current threshold (Ifire), the guillotine operation
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is activated. This action is emulated in the model by opening the associated switch

element after a prescribed delay, representing the operating time of the guillotine (as

specified on the product data sheets).

Under normal conditions F2 is in the closed state, but conducting minimal current

(the PS element is considered to have a much lower impedance than F2). When the

PS opens, current is diverted through F2, extinguishing any arc across the opened

conductor of the PS.

3.3 Fuse Sub-Model Parameterisation and Testing

This section describes the parameterisation of the presented fuse sub- model using

manufacturer’s datasheet extracts, and validates the operating time of the modelled

device against datasheet specifications. A 1000 V, 800 A FWJ fuse was chosen for this

validation exercise [183].

The catalogue energy for the FWJ-800 A fuse was extracted from the manufacturer’s

TCC [183], based on melting time and corresponding current. In the presented case,

this was facilitated by utilising a customised fit type function of a polynomial regression

(3.2) to derive a mathematical representation of the TCC as a function of time. This

equation represents the TCC curve for FWJ-800A from 5 kA to 30 kA. Figure 3.8

shows the comparison of the data obtained from the TCC with customised curve fitting

Equation. The resultant customised function is shown in (3.3). In this work, the 9th

order for the polynomial regression equation was found as the most optimal order that

best fits the data in the logarithmic scale.

(3.3)Ec = 8.431e4 + 2.963e7 • (x)− 6.706e7 • (x2) + 1.879e8 • (x3)− 3.182e8 • (x4)

+ 2.779e8(x5)− 8.538e7 • (x6)− 2.509e7 • (x7) + 1.528e7 • (x8)

To validate the modelled melting time, a range of different steady state fault current

values were injected into the model and the resulting melting times were compared with

associated values in the datasheet. Table 3.1 shows this comparison for fault currents

ranging from 8000 A to 25,000 A. It can be seen that the simulation results are typically
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Figure 3.8: Curve-fitting the Catalogue Energy data and the Melting Time extracted
from Manufacturer’s datasheet using (3.3), where catalogue energy and time values are
plotted using a base 10 logarithmic scale on the x-axis and y-axis [184].

within a ±10% tolerance of the data acquired from the TCC in the manufacturer’s

datasheet.

Table 3.1: Fuse Melting Time Difference between Simulation and Manufacturer’s TCC

Fault Current

(A)

Datasheet Melting

Time (s)

Simulation Melting

Time (s)
Error (%)

8000 0.00238 0.00249 5.04201681

8500 0.001982 0.001985 -0.1009082

9000 0.0017 0.00164 -2.3529412

9500 0.00142 0.001396 -2.1126761

10000 0.00133 0.0012 -9.7744361

15000 0.00036 0.00034 8.33333333

20000 0.00024 0.00023 -4.1666667

25000 0.000148 0.000144 -4.0540541
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The arcing time can be deduced from the manufacturer’s datasheet if the total clearing

time is provided, as the arcing time is the difference between the the total clearing time

and the melting time. However, that is not the case for FWJ-800 A fuse datasheet,

so assumptions were required to represent the arcing time in the model. IEEE-1584

specifies that the fuse’s arcing time can be set to 10% of melting time plus an additional

0.004 s [17]. If the melting time for a specific fault is less than 0.01 s, then 0.01 s is to

be used for the arcing time [182].

Therefore, as the modelled fuse melting time was consistently less than 0.01 s, the

modelled RC values were set for an arcing time of 0.01 s. For example, in case of a

steady state fault of 20 kA occurring at 0.01 s, the fuse melts after a subsequent 0.00023

s, and since the 10% of 0.00023 s is less than 0.01 s, the modelled arcing time is thus

set to 0.01 s. The resulting total clearing time of the fault is 0.01023 s. The arcing

profile shown in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Arcing Current Profile through Arcing Path based on IEEE-1854 Assump-
tion, using R= 1.77e-3 Ω, C=20e-3 F

Although the IEEE-1584 specifications are sufficient for second-based time frame

applications, future DC eVTOL and electric aircraft applications are likely to feature

fault transients based on a millisecond time frame. As such, further study is required
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to derive a more accurate arcing time representation.

3.3.1 Model Limitations

Although the presented modelling method is comprehensive for performing an evalua-

tion of Pyrofuse operation within an aircraft electrical system model, limitations of the

model methodology exist and are presented below.

1. In case of intermittent faults, the fuse model does not account for the effect of

the fuse’s thermal cycling degradation after one fault peak.

2. When there is limited information in the manufacturer datasheet regarding the

arcing time, assumptions or alternative calculations have to be made.

3. The model currently does not consider the ambient temperature of the fuse sur-

roundings [16], nor the altitude impact on the Pyrofuse operating characteristics.

3.4 Pyrofuse Simulation

Using the presented modeling methodology, a representation of the Pyrofuse, as de-

scribed in Figure 3.3, was modelled in Simulink, as shown in Figure 3.10. The following

sections first show the model tested separately under different scenarios to illustrate

the performance of the Pyrofuse model. Then a system level evaluation of multiple

Pyrofuse models is performed using a simplified eVTOL power system architecture.

The system level simulation demonstrates the tuning of multiple Pyrofuses to achieve

protection coordination.

Table 3.2 shows the key parameters used for the power system model with an

operating voltage of 600 VDC and a nominal current flow of ≈300 A. The datasheet

used for obtaining the required parameters to model the fuses is given in [183].

3.4.1 Pyrofuse Permanent and Transient faults Tests

This section demonstrates the performance of the fuses and pyroswitch as a complete

Pyrofuse model as shown in Figure 3.10. The current rating for the fuses in Figure
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Table 3.2: Key Parameter Values used in Simulation

Key Parameters Value

Circuit Voltage (Battery) 600 V

Circuit Current ≈ 300 A

Cable Resistance (R) 0.1 m Ω

Cable Inductance (L) 0.01 µ H

DC Source Internal Resistance 0.053 Ω

DC Source Internal Capacitance 250 nF

3.10 is 350 A for F1, and 70 A for the parallel F2. For simplicity, the rating of the

sensor fuse in this exercise is chosen to the nearest value of 120% of the nominal current

and no de-rating values were applied. The model is tested by applying two transient

self-cleared faults followed by a permanent fault as illustrated in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.10: Complete Pyrofuse Model in Simulink

The short-circuit faults are applied across the emulated motor load terminals as

indicated in Figure 3.10. To test the sensitivity of the Pyrofuse model it was tested with

different fault impedances. The fault is emulated using a snubberless ideal switch of

0.028 Ω and 0.24 Ω, creating a transient current peak of 21.8 kA and 2.7 kA accordingly.

The first transient fault occurs at 0.01 s with a duration of 0.011 ms, and the second
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at 0.015 s with a duration of 0.27 ms. It can be seen in Figure 3.11 that the first two

transient faults do not cause the melting energy in F1 to reach the catalogue energy

threshold. Figure 3.12 shows an a zoomed in capture of the melting energy versus

the catalogue energy of F1 during the second transient fault. The melting energy

was very close to reach the catalogue energy and trip the fuse. However, 0.27ms of

fault transient was not enough to trip the fuse. Thereby a reset signal was issued

when the two transient faults were self-cleared, as indicated in Figure 3.11, resetting

the melting time accumulation to zero. Since the catalogue energy is also a function of

time, the melting time accumulation feeds into the catalogue energy for the calculation;

hence resetting the catalogue energy. This restrains F1 from tripping the circuit. In

practice, there may still be some thermal energy transiently retained in the fuse element,

shortening the subsequent melting time.

When the permanent fault occurs at 0.02 s, the melting time starts accumulating.

As the catalogue energy and melting energy are a function of time, the energy calcu-

lation starts with the melting time accumulator as seen at 0.02 s in Figure 3.11. The

extended fault duration causes the melting energy to exceed the catalogue energy and

thus F1 trips at 0.02019 s (0.19 ms after fault occurrence). The current starts to flow

into the resistive path. After passing a threshold specific to the PS, it is triggered and

hence the circuit is cut at 0.0207 s (0.7 ms after fault occurrence). Immediately after

the circuit is cut, the low rated current of F2 trips 0.1 ms after the PS has tripped, at

0.0208 s, extinguishing the arcing from F1 and F2. The tripping sequencing of F1, PS

and F2 is shown in Figure 3.13. Thus the total clearing time of the PS model is 1.6 ms

for a 21.8 kA low impedance fault.

The Pyrofuse model was also tested for a higher impedance fault, where a current

of 2.7 kA was injected in the model at 0.02 s. With this fault type, F1 tripped at 0.4048

s after the fault occurrence, the PS then cut the circuit at 0.4063 s (1.5 ms after F1

tripping), and F2 tripped at 0.4064 s. Following the extinction of the circuit arcing,

the total fault clearing time was 0.432 s.

Moreover, Figures 3.11 and 3.13 show that the tripping sequence of the individual

component models in the Pyrofuse model is working as required, and show the stability
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Figure 3.11: Performance Results of Sensor Fuse in the Pyrofuse Model under Short-
duration and Permanent fault at 21.8.kA

of the Pyrofuse under transient fault conditions. The coordination of multiple devices

in a circuit is explored further in the following case study.

3.4.2 Pyrofuse Coordination Validation

A simplified circuit to represent a single branch in a generic eVTOL aircraft power

system architecture was modelled in Simulink, as shown in Figure 3.14. The generic

model is utilised to illustrate the protection grading and coordination of multiple Py-

rofuse models for effective full-system protection. In this manner, only the Pyrofuse

devices in the nearest upstream location of the fault should operate in order to pre-

serve the security of supply to the loads where possible. The key parameters used in

the circuit are given in Table 3.2 (shown earlier), while the ratings of the fuses used
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Figure 3.12: F1 Melting Energy versus Catalogue Energy during the second transient
fault at 0.015s

in the different Pyrofuse models are given in Table 3.3; these are the sensor fuse (F1),

and the parallel fuse (F2).

Permanent short-circuit faults were applied at different locations in the power sys-

tem architecture. These faults were initiated at 0.02 s of simulation time and were

realised using a snubberless ideal switch of 0.028 Ω, causing a theoretical transient

peak in the circuit of 7.5 kA. The location of the injected faults is illustrated in Figure

3.14:

1. Across the emulated motor load terminals.

Table 3.3: Fuses rating selection for the Pyrofuses model in Figure 3.14

Device Model Sensor Fuse (F1) Fuse (F2)

Pyrofuse-350 A FWJ-350 A FWP-70 A

Pyrofuse-600 A FWJ-600 A FWP-100 A

Pyrofuse-800 A FWJ-800 A FWP-150 A
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Figure 3.13: The Sequence of the Fuses and Pyroswitch tripping in the Pyrofuse Model
for a fault of 21.8 kA

2. Between Pyrofuse 600 A and the DC Bus.

3. Between Pyrofuse 600 A and Pyrofuse 800 A.

Table 3.4 shows the operating times of various elements of the modelled Pyrofuse

devices in different fault locations (Figure 3.14). For each of the fault locations, it can

be seen that only the Pyrofuses nearest to the fault operate, enabling a continued supply

of power to the healthy load. For instance, a fault in location 1 (see Figure 3.14) has

only tripped the Pyrofuse nearest to the fault location hence isolating Load-1, while the

upstream Pyrofuses (Pyrofuse 600 and Pyrofuse 800) and the downstream Pyrofuse-

350 of Load-2 are still connected providing uninterrupted power to Load-2. [However,

it is important to note that in reality, the uninterrupted current flow and continuous

system operation are dependent on the motor’s capability to withstand a dip in voltage

caused by a fault for a certain period of time. This is one of the protection requirements

that determines the selection of the Pyrofuse. The Pyrofuse should be chosen based on
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Figure 3.14: Simplified Model of a Single branch of eVTOL Power System Architecture

its ability to clear the fault and recover the voltage of the system within the motor’s

capability to withstand the dip in voltage, while maintaining graded protection in the

system.

Table 3.4: Operating times of Pyrofuse elements for fault locations 1-3

Fault location Pyrofuse 350 Pyrofuse 600 Pyrofuse 800

Fault #1

F1 = 0.0214

PS = 0.0222

F2 = 0.0223

None None

Fault #2 None

F1 = 0.0238

PS = 0.0247

F2 = 0.0248

None

Fault #3 None None

F1 = 0.0247

PS = 0.0256

F2 = 0.0259
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The results demonstrate that sensitivity and coordination of multiple Pyrofuses in

a circuit is achievable; where in this study, only the Pyrofuse nearest to the fault loca-

tion operated and isolated the fault. Additionally, the results shows that the tripping

sequence of the components in each of the Pyrofuse models are as expected.

3.5 Summary

In response to the high demand for advancements in light-weight, high voltage protec-

tion devices available for near term applications, this chapter presents the first published

methodology for a complete circuit model of a Pyrofuse. The presented model in this

chapter is the first step into answering the second research question of this thesis by

enabling the exploration of the design characteristics and operation of Pyrofuses within

a DC system.

The Pyrofuse model has been shown to successfully remain stable during short-

duration transient faults whilst clearing permanent low impedance faults in millisecond

timescales, and shows sensitivity to high impedance faults. In addition, the tunability of

the Pyrofuse device for use in a graded protection system has been demonstrated. This

functionality, along with the potential for use of externally tripped devices, suggests

that good protection coverage against a range of faults and failure modes can be realised

with a purely Pyrofuse based protection system.

Following the identification of the Pyrofuse as a possible option for overcurrent

protection, yet Pyrofuses are non-resettable which presents challenges for use as a

primary protection for the EPS. Where the EPS is subject to overvoltage transients

due to various scenarios such as lightning strikes, switching impulses, thus can lead to

nuisance tripping of all Pyrofuses in the system. Further analysis to investigate the

Pyrofuse behaviour under overvoltage events, and address a mitigation plan to prevent

mass tripping of the devices and damages to sensitive components in the EPS. As

such, Chapter 4 presents further exploration work is required to assess the potential

compliance of a Pyrofuse-based protection system with regulatory rules for potential

use in eVTOL or other aerospace applications.
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Chapter 4

Pyrofuse Certification

Requirements and Compliance in

eVTOL Applications

The presented modelling methodology of a self-triggered Pyrofuse in Chapter 3 have

demonstrated the capability of using Pyrofuse for graded protection across the EPS

architecture. Although the results showed that the Pyrofuse can successfully clear dif-

ferent impedance faults within milliseconds and whilst achieving good stability during

other short-duration transients. However, it is important to consider that the Pyro-

fuse is a non-resettable device, whose use may be potentially challenging to certify in

eVTOL aircraft. This aspect has not yet been explored sufficiently in the research

literature. NASA has published FHA and failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)

studies focused on different eVTOL aircraft configurations in order to abstract safety

and reliability requirements [185]. However, these studies do not consider safety re-

quirements specific to the use of NRPDs for primary protection nor do they address

the challenges of demonstrating airworthiness at the system/aircraft level.

To address this potential issue, this chapter presents a first of its kind preliminary

certification compliance assessment for the use of NRPDs, such as Pyrofuses, in eVTOL

concept designs. To underpin the development of the methodology, the chapter first

provides an overview of U.S FAA and EASA approaches to eVTOL certification. This
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is then followed by a summary of key FAA and EASA certification rules which are

specific to the implementation of electrical protection devices in aircraft. Additional

requirements and constraints around the use of NRPDs are then derived from FHAs,

each one specific to a particular configuration of eVTOL aircraft. These categorise

the resultant system behaviour, and more specifically, the impact on available thrust

arising from a single or series of failure events, with the implications of implementing

NRPDs defined. In addition, potential hazards which could lead to common failures

are highlighted, with proposals made for the mitigation of these. Building on the

outcome of the FHA, potential power system location-specific roles of NRPDs are then

considered, highlighting a natural opportunity for use in the protection of power sources

and propulsion motors. This chapter concludes with summative discussions on the

future of NRPDs in eVTOL applications and on further research required for more

wide- spread implementation.

4.1 Certification Guidelines

This section presents certification requirements from the EASA and FAA regulatory

bodies that are applicable to the deployment of NRPDs in eVTOL applications. It

should be noted at this point that the formulation of regulations is still ongoing with

the certification process also still under development/amendment. As such, this chapter

lists the latest version of amendments and regulatory advice available at the time of

writing.

4.1.1 Approaches to eVTOL Certification

One of the main approaches to certification for the past 5 years was through the utili-

sation of the FAA revised Part 23 (airworthiness standards for small aircraft) in accor-

dance with Part 21.17(a) for winged eVTOL, and wingless eVTOLs which are consid-

ered as a special class powered lift aircraft under Part 21.17(b) [48, 49] The accepted

means of compliance (MOC) within Part 23 is ASTM 23-64, where the F44 committee

has recently updated the MOC for the certification of small electric aircraft [186,187].
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Building on this, the European regulatory board, EASA, has proposed the new special

conditions with associated MOC for VTOL certification, which are extensively based

on CS-23 and elements of CS-27 [50, 188]. The UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)

has adopted EASA’s special conditions certification standards for eVTOL aircraft [189].

The FAA and EASA requirements for type certification are performance-based instead

of being prescriptive design rules; this is in order to accommodate the continuous de-

velopment in technologies and novel aircraft designs.

More recently, the FAA has modified its approach to certifying eVTOL aircraft

through FAA part 21.17(b) as special class powered lift aircraft for all eVTOL types

[49,190,191]. This certification approach is tailored for aircraft with novel technologies

or designs that the current regulations do not cover, which includes applications such

as electric propulsion, tilt-rotor, tilt-wing, advanced flight control, etc. [190]. This

regulation combines all the policies of Parts 23, 24, 27, 29, 33, and 35 together, providing

appropriate standards for the innovative aspects of eVTOL aircraft. As such, the FAA

encouraging early-stage engagement with aircraft developers in order to identify these

potential gaps in regulations [190,191].

4.1.2 Requirements for Non-Resettable Protection Devices

More specific to electrical protection devices, Part 23 and EASA’s special condition

provide the following circuit breaker and fuse circuit protection requirements for certi-

fication:

1. “If the ability to reset a circuit breaker or replace a fuse is essential to safety

in flight, that circuit breaker or fuse must be so located and identified that it

can be readily reset or replaced in flight.” According to 23.1357(d) [192] and CS

23.1357 [193]. The definition of “essential to safety” according to CS 23.1357(b)

amendment 3 is that, “Essential to flight safety is related to those whose failure

are classified as “major,” “hazardous,” or “catastrophic”.

2. “When the failure condition of the loss of the function is determined to be “ma-

jor,” “hazardous,” or “catastrophic” [according to § 23.1309 and AC 23.1309-1E
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safety assessment, which also considers operational and airworthiness require-

ments], it has a significant impact on safety in flight and is considered “essential

to safety in flight” [192,197].

3. According to 23.1357(b) “Protective devices, such as fuses or circuit breakers,

must be installed in all electrical circuits other than – (b) a protective device for

a circuit essential to flight safety may not be used to protect any other circuit”

[192,193].

4. “Each resettable circuit protective device (“trip free” device in which the tripping

mechanism cannot be over-ridden by the operating control) must be designed so

that (2) if an overload or circuit fault exists, the device will open regardless of

the position of the operating control”. 23.1357(c)(2) [192,193].

4.1.3 Challenges in the Certification-Compliant Use of Non-Resettable

Protection Devices

Considering all of these requirements further, it is clear that it is necessary to first

determine the impact of a failure in the systems/subsystems protected by non-resettable

devices. Where the aircraft/EPS design is such that the impact of a failure is considered

to be less severe than ‘major’, there appears to be a degree of freedom in the use of

non-resettable devices. However, if the impact of any associated failures is considered

to be ‘major’ or worse, then significant restrictions will apply.

In this manner, point 1) effectively impedes the use of non-resettable devices as

primary protection devices in most applications with a ‘major’ or worse failure severity

unless it can be shown that the need to reset such devices is not essential to safety in

flight or that device replacement is possible. As it is likely to be difficult to replace

Pyrofuses manually and in a timely manner in flight, it is therefore necessary to demon-

strate that the likelihood of potential causes for the need to reset devices in flight, e.g.

spurious maloperation due to failure effects such as EMI, lightning strike or thermal

ageing, is sufficiently low.

The requirements laid out in point 2) place restrictions on the design of the non-
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resettable devices and the surrounding EPS, requiring that the impact of a single failure

does not cause a ‘major’ or worse impact to flight safety. Assuming that the loss of

the protected system will result in this condition, it is therefore necessary to either

demonstrate that the protection device design is single fault tolerant or to revisit the

EPS design so that the loss of the protection device no longer results in this condition.

In point 3), the requirement to use separate protection devices for essential-to-

safety loads to prevent a protection response to failures in non-essential loads causing

a subsequent loss an essential function can be readily demonstrated. Additionally,

according to point 4), each resettable device must be designed to isolate a persisting

fault regardless of the location and not be resettable by operating control [194]. This

is readily also the case for naturally non-resettable devices, yet assurance is required to

show that the device will not trip under nominal operating conditions and severe load

transients.

4.2 Propulsion-Focused Functional Hazard Assessment of

Different eVTOL Configurations

As the impact and severity of propulsion failures on an aircraft are influenced by its

aerodynamic configuration and propulsion design, the acceptability of the use of non-

resettable primary protection devices will be in part, shaped by the design of the aircraft

configuration, and electrical and propulsion systems. Methods like FHA [195, 196] are

necessary to derive the architecture-specific severity of failures of subsystems which are

considered essential to flight safety, helping shape the acceptability of the use of NRPDs

in these applications. The FHA is initiated at the beginning of the aircraft development

cycle. The FHA starts with identifying failure of each function in the system. Then,

identify the effect of the loss of this function on aircraft and passengers. The definitions

and classification of failure conditions (i.e., minor, major, hazardous, and catastrophic)

according to the severity of a fault and impact on aircraft and passengers as based upon

AC 23.1309-1E [197] are shown in Table 4.1. The failure condition severity determines

the quantitative safety objective or the functional development assurance level (i.e.
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probability of occurrence of a single failure condition: 10−3 per flight hour for major,

10−5 per flight hour for hazardous, etc.) as given in Table 4.1. As the aircraft develop-

ment progresses, new functions or failure conditions might arise which in turn requires

the FHA to be updated. As such, the FHA is a continuous and iterative process to

best represent the final aircraft and system design. The process of system design and

safety assessment to demonstrate compliance to certification bodies is further discussed

in Chapter 5.

Table 4.1: The Definition of Failure Conditions According to the Severity of a Fault
and its Impact on the Aircraft and Passengers.

Failure

conditions
Failure Impact on Aircraft

Quantitative

Safety

objectives

Negligible
No effect on safety margins, aircraft functional

capabilities, or passenger comfort.
-

Minor

Slight reduction in safety margins or functional

capabilities of the aircraft, resulting in physical

discomfort to passengers.

≤ 1x10−3

Major

Significant reduction in safety margins or func-

tional capabilities of the aircraft, resulting in

physical distress to passengers. Aircraft can

continue safe flight but at reduced efficacy

≤ 1x10−5

Hazardous

Large reduction in safety margins or function-

al capabilities of the aircraft, resulting in seri-

ous injury to passengers. Aircraft descent po-

ssible but with limited control.

≤ 1x10−7

Catastrophic

Loss of the aircraft and the inability to contin-

ue flight or land safely resulting in passenger

injuries or fatalities.

≤ 1x10−8

This section presents FHA studies for three conceptual eVTOL design configura-
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tions. These are 1) multirotor, 2) vectored thrust, and 3) lift+cruise. A brief de-

scription of these configurations is presented to support each FHA and underpin later

understanding of the unique resultant failure behaviour.

4.2.1 Multirotor Configuration

Multirotor configurations are wingless aircraft with fixed axis distributed electric mo-

tors, utilised for powered lift during the hovering and cruise phases. The large combined

total rotor surface area provides an improved hover capability but with reduced cruise

speed and efficiency compared with other eVTOL configurations. These attributes

make this eVTOL type best suited for short distance transportation [15]. As this con-

cept consume high amount of energy during cruise and with the low TRL of batteries

with high energy density viable for multiple missions profile, companies adopting this

concept design has declined considerably due its unviable economical and technological

design. The power and energy consumption of this concept is further investigated in

Chapter 5.

Figure 4.1: Example of a Multirotor Configuration (based on City Airbus demonstrator
[32])

Figure 4.1 shows an illustration of a multirotor eVTOL configuration. This partic-

ular example is a quadrotor configuration with stacked motors and fans adopted from

the concept of City Airbus demonstrator [32]. The motors are coloured differently to
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illustrate the clockwise and anticlockwise rotation of the rotors.

The example in Figure 4.1 shows a multirotor with 8 motors, where each 2 motors

are stacked. The loss of one motor in a stacked 8-motors configuration would create

an offset from nominal hovering states requiring the opposite motor to reduce power

in order to balance the resultant asymmetric thrust, effectively reducing the number of

thrust-producing motors to 6. The loss of any further motor will result in the ability

of the aircraft to provide control and maintain altitude. In conclusion, for a multirotor

configuration with less than 10 motors, any loss of the available motors is likely to

be a classified as a major failure or worse, unless a significant degree of oversizing is

employed in the propulsion motors and associated drives.

However, for a multirotor configuration with 10 motors or more, the loss of one

motor would leave a minimum of 8 effective motors remaining (allowing for symmetric

thrust balancing). As such, even the loss of a further motor should at worst lead

to there being 6 remaining useful motors, from which, continued flight at a reduced

efficacy would be assumed to be possible. Accordingly, the loss of a single motor would

likely be classified as a minor failure, assuming that appropriate motor oversizing and

off-nominal flight control is implemented.

Based on this analysis, the use of NRPDs for system protection functions cannot be

used in multirotor configurations of less than 10 motors where the loss of the protection

device can lead to a major failure at best. In multirotor configurations featuring 10 or

more propulsion motors, NRPDs could potentially be utilised as long as the loss of a

single protection device does not lead to more than 1 propulsion motor being lost, or

if it does, that the worst case loss of propulsion motors does not constitute as a major

or worse failure.

4.2.2 Vectored Thrust Configuration

Vectored thrust configurations utilise DEP along with a wing to generate additional

lift during the cruise phase. Thrust vectoring or the tilting of propulsion fans is em-

ployed for cruise thrust. This type of configuration possesses attractive advantages

over multirotor designs in that it combines a vertical take-off capability with higher
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cruise efficiency [15]. However, the tilting mechanisms of the vectored thrust configu-

rations present additional reliability considerations during the transition phase, where

the tilting actuators represent an additional failure point in the system [198,199].

Figure 4.2: Example of Vectored Thrust Configuration (based on Joby aviation’s
concept [7])

Figure 4.2 shows an example of a vectored thrust configuration with 6 rotors, where

M3 and M4 are the wing tip motors. The motors are coloured differently to represent

the clockwise and anticlockwise rotation of rotors, where each motor is rotating in the

opposite direction to the adjacent motors to produce balanced torque. The shaded grey

rectangular box represents the aircraft wing.

Similar to the multirotor configuration, the number of installed motors on the UAM

platform has a large impact on the nature of the failure conditions and their associated

severity classification. As before, the loss of a single motor is likely to require a reduc-

tion of thrust from an additional motor in order to symmetrically balance thrust. As

such, it can be assumed again that for vectored thrust configurations with less than 10

motors, the loss of a single motor considerably impacts the safety margins of the air-

craft, resulting in a major failure classification unless significant oversizing is employed.

Whilst the aircraft can be designed to land safely with only wingtip motors operating in
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conventional flight mode (hence potentially accommodating the failure of several other

motors), this ability is clearly dependent on the availability of the wingtip motors and

hence does not reduce the failure severity of non-wingtip motor loss. Similar to the

multirotor configuration, the loss of one motor in a vectored thrust aircraft with more

than 10 motors would likely result in a minor failure condition.

On this basis, the use of NRPDs for system protection functions could only be

considered in vectored thrust configurations with less than 10 motors where the loss of

the protection device can be shown never to directly lead to the equivalent loss of one

or more propulsion motors. While the conditions for the use of NRPDS in vectored

thrust configurations for 10 motors and more are the same as multirotor configuration

with 10 motors and more. However, the increased criticality of the wingtip motors is

such that the use of NRPD’s for the protection of these subsystems is unlikely to be

possible without the incorporation of additional redundancy measures.

4.2.3 Lift + Cruise Configuration

The lift+cruise configuration is similar to the vectored thrust design but with a mixture

of fixed and tilting propellers rather than all rotors being fully tilting or vectoring [200].

An example of this architecture is shown as Figure 4.3. The fixed propulsion rotors

are mounted for the hovering phase with a reduced blade count to reduce drag. In

hovering mode, all the propulsion rotors are used to lift the aircraft, while for cruise

phase only the tilting propulsion rotors are used for generating longitudinal thrust with

the lift support from the wing. The fixed propulsion rotors can provide additional lift

thrust and redundancy for VTOL operations. The tilting components have increased

criticality as they provide control during all phases and facilitate manoeuvring necessary

for safe landing.

An example of a lift + cruise configuration with 4 tilting rotors and 4 fixed VTOL

rotors is shown in Figure 4.3. The shaded grey rectangular box represents the aircraft

wing with 6 mounted motors. The motors are coloured differently to represent the

clockwise and anticlockwise rotation of thrust, and the colour filling represents the

tilting rotors that provide thrust generation during both lift and cruise. Each motor
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Figure 4.3: Example of Lift+Cruise Configuration (based on Hyundai S-A1 concept
[39])

is rotating in the opposite direction to the adjacent motors in the opposite axis to

generate balanced torque.

The loss of any single motor in a lift + cruise configuration with fewer than 10

motors is likely to result in a hazardous failure condition, restricting the use of NRPDs

in the manner described for previously considered configurations. In addition, the

increased criticality of the tilting motors may also prevent the application of NRPDs

for their protection without the implementation of additional subsystem or system-level

safety features.

4.3 Causes of Common Failures Modes and Impact on the

Use of Non-resettable Devices

Once the system-level classification of thrust-loss failure conditions has been estab-

lished, it is then necessary to consider the potential root causes of common mode

failure conditions that might impact on the requirements and use of NRPDs. In doing

so, any need for additional protection, redundancy and fail-safe mechanisms can be

identified.

Table 4.2 shows a range of potential electrical common failure modes which could
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lead to the loss of a propulsion motor and which are ultimately relevant to the con-

sidered use of NRPDs. These include short circuit line-line and line-ground faults,

lightning strikes and EMI. For each of these failure conditions, the potential effects

on the EPS and propulsion system, and associated protection system requirements are

described. Further discussions around these failure modes are provided in the following

subsections.

Table 4.2: Causes of Key Electrical Common Failure Modes and the Impact on the
EPS with Associated Protection Devices.

Root cause Effect on the system Protection Requirements

Short circuit fault

(line to line and/or

to ground)

Large current and voltage transients

(unless fault is to IT ground or high-

resistance ground). High energy at

point of fault. Electrical equipment in

fault path may also be damaged.

Fast isolation of fault, minimisation

of the extent of isolation of healthy

equipment, and timely restoration of

power supply to remaining loads.

Lightning strike

Transient high voltage/current

waveforms. May induce multiple

or common-mode failures.

Inclusion of overvoltage protection.

Diversion of high transient energy

away from sensitive electrical systems

to avoid/minimise damage and other

disruption to operation.

Electromagnetic

Interference

(EMI)

Disturbance to, and potential

maloperation. of aircraft systems

and electronic devices.

Shielding, filtering, and proper bounding

to suppress EMI propagation.

4.3.1 Short Circuit Faults

Following the occurrence of a short circuit fault on an EPS and propulsion system, the

electrical protection systems should isolate the faulted components from the remainder

of the EPS network in as short as time as possible [178]. In addition, protection devices

whose operation is not required to isolate the faulty equipment should not trip, as doing

so may lead to a more widespread loss of thrust. Hence, the use of NRPDs requires the

early identification of potential short circuit cases which may cause the (mal)operation

of multiple protection devices. In particular, previous studies have identified the risk of

fault-induced capacitor discharge events in DC power systems leading to the tripping

of multiple overcurrent protection devices [201] which would require careful attention
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if non-resettable devices were to be utilised.

4.3.2 Lightning Strike

Lightning strike-induced current and voltage surges can be damaging to the carbon fi-

bre material used in the aircraft surface as well as its internal structure and joints [202].

In addition, the electrical surges can cause damage to the propeller structure or cause

misalignment of the motor bearings which could potentially lead to motor failure [203].

This necessitates adequate surface protection to shield the lightning surges from dam-

aging the carbon fibre material and entering the EPS [204]. Methods used to min-

imise/prevent damage include the design of passive surface protection according to

lightning zoning on the aircraft, which identifies the probability/severity of the light-

ning current magnitude at different locations on the aircraft [204,205]. The embedded

metallic mesh and diver tips used in this create a conductive path for the large current

to flow, diverting the current away from sensitive components to a suitable exit point

without causing hazardous damage [204].

Yet, a lightning strike could still potentially enter the electrical system indirectly

through the cables and cause damage to its insulation and sensitive devices. This

could potentially result in a catastrophic condition where multiple protection devices

trip due to the induced voltage and current surges. This failure scenario is particularly

concerning for non-resettable devices, where the mal-triggering of protection could lead

to a significant reduction in available thrust, with no option to subsequently restore

service. Hence, it will be necessary to assure the effectiveness of a dedicated EPS

overvoltage protection strategy for indirect lightning effects against mal-tripping of

non-resettable circuit protection devices before their use could be considered.

4.3.3 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)

The key concern around the impact of EMI on the utilization of NRPDs in aircraft

applications relates to the use of external triggering of these devices, where EMI may

potentially cause maloperation of any digital and electronic systems on the aircraft.

This will cause the external triggering device to erratically trip all the Pyrofuses on
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the aircraft. Consequently, the software used for the triggering control of the Pyro-

fuses must demonstrate the highest level of design assurance level (DAL) of 1x10-9 per

flight hour. This will necessitate redundant controls with immunity to EMI effects.

The recent published patent in [206] has proposed a method for redundant control of

externally triggered Pyrofuse consisting of digital signal and analog-to-digital signal to

that addresses common mode failures, yet demonstration of immunity to EMI effects

is required.

Currently used methods of EMI suppression/containment include cable shielding

and filters [208, 209]. In particular to Pyrofuses, the use of a self-triggered Pyrofuse

device can provide an additional layer of mitigation.

4.4 Impact of Protection Device Location

The final stage of analysis required for potential use of NRPDs is the consideration of

their location within the EPS. In this manner, the impact of the loss of the device or

failure to reset can be established. For consistency, the author recommended quan-

tifying the extent of the impact in terms of number of motors lost (drawing on the

FHA, and associated linkage to requirements, conducted previously). In this manner,

it will be possible to evaluate whether the anticipated EPS configuration may alleviate

or compound the severity of a failure associated with loss of a particularly protection

device.

The following sub-sections consider the application of non-resettable devices at

broad locations within an eVTOL EPS; protecting the feeders to motor drives, protect-

ing the power distribution system busbars and interconnecting cables, and providing

energy source isolation/protection.

4.4.1 Source and Source Feeder Protection

Protection devices at the terminals of electrical energy sources (e.g. batteries) or their

designated interfaces typically provide two functions. The first is to disconnect the

energy source if an electrical fault occurs within the supplied element of the EPS that
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cannot otherwise be removed by another dedicated protection device (or if that dedi-

cated device has failed to operate). The second function is to isolate the source from

the EPS if the source itself fails (e.g. as a result of an internal short circuit event).

This second function may require an external trip capability within the device as self-

tripping due to overcurrent transients may not be possible. For non-resettable devices,

this external trip requirement may impact on the resilience to EMI-related spurious

trip issues.

The impact of a energy source loss (as a result of the loss of an associated non-

resettable protection device) on the number of available thrust motors is ultimately

determined by the number of energy sources utilised in the eVTOL EPS, the level of

interconnectivity between sources and propulsion motors, and the extent of power and

energy capacity overrating in the energy sources. In this manner, if an eVTOL aircraft

utilised only 2 energy sources, the loss of a single battery would likely result in hazardous

failure condition, even if appropriate EPS interconnectivity and source overrating were

implemented, as the further loss of a energy source would be catastrophic. However, in

aircraft with 3 or more energy sources, the loss of one battery could potentially result

in major failure condition and the aircraft could still tolerate a further failure without

catastrophic consequences. In this scenario, non-resettable devices could potentially be

used for this protection function, even if the aircraft itself, features fewer than 10 motors

otherwise additional considerations required for motor feeder protection, as long as the

risks of common-mode failure-driven multiple protection device losses are acceptably

low. On this aspect, if the risks of EMI-related spurious trips for externally triggered

non-resettable devices cannot be sufficiently mitigated, the use of a separate resettable

contactor might offer a useful alternative.

4.4.2 DC Busbar and Interconnecting Cable Protection

The DC busbars and interconnecting cabling are the main power transmission links in

the EPS, ensuring flexible and redundant power flow from the energy sources to the

propulsion motors. Protection devices for these systems must be fast acting against

faults on the protected equipment, whilst being restrained to responding faults else-
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where in the EPS.

Similar to a source loss, the impact of a loss of a busbar or interconnecting cable

(as a result of the loss of an associated non-resettable protection device) on the number

of available thrust motors is ultimately determined by the level of interconnectivity

between sources and propulsion motors, and the extent of power and energy capacity

overrating in the energy sources. In addition, the impact of combinatorial faults must

be considered, whereby the loss of a busbar or cable may result in a more severe con-

sequence of a subsequent source loss. In this sense, in highly interconnected networks,

the loss of a busbar or interconnecting cable actually may be more severe (i.e. resulting

in a greater number of propulsion motors lost) than the loss of a source or motor feeder.

Consequentially, unless a large number of low-connectivity busbars are implemented,

it is unlikely that the use of non-resettable devices for their protection will be possible.

Split or ring-bus arrangements may offer a route to lessening the severity of a bus pro-

tection device loss (i.e. leading to only a partial bus loss), although if busbar sectioning

is realised with non-resettable devices, the risk of common-mode faults (for example

due to DC fault transients) must be shown to be sufficiently low.

4.4.3 Propulsion Motor and Feeder Protection

Protection devices for propulsion motors, drives and feeders is primarily required to

act quickly in response to a fault on the protected cable and equipment in order to

minimise the disruption to the remainder of the EPS, and prevent the operation of

backup protection at the busbars or energy sources.

The impact of a protection device loss on the number of motors lost here is easiest

to quantify due to the direct connection between devices, with the aircraft-level FHA

undertaken earlier providing clear guidance between the number of installed propulsion

motors and their position on the airframe or role on the applicability of the use of non-

resettable devices for their protection. The use of dual-redundant drives (mechanically

or electrically coupled) may serve to lessen the impact of a single protection device

failure (and hence may be attractive for use in wingtip or vectored thrust motor ap-

plications). Particular susceptibility to lightning strike-induced common-mode failures
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may also need additional consideration.

4.5 Discussions

From the analysis and literature, the most suitable use of Pyrofuses is for energy source

protection. This is mainly for its rapid operation time preventing hazardous current and

fire in the battery, and readily available at a high TRL. The use of Pyrofuses is suitable

as long as there is redundancy in energy sources redundancy and/or interconnectivity

in the EPS design for a continued safe flight after a single failure. This is to satisfy

the regulations’ safety requirement that the loss of a single critical device should not

cause a “major” impact on aircraft safety. Although the redundant control method

published by [206] may provide resilience against common mode EMI effects, there is no

redundancy against common mode power-event failure such as fault current transients

or lightning strike. Therefore, the challenge to demonstrate that the loss of a single

Pyrofuse protecting a battery is less than major remains.

Whilst for motor protection, the feasibility of NRPDs is directly linked to the num-

ber of motors and aircraft design. For example, the use of NRPDs is feasible for

multirotor configurations with more than 10 non-stacked motors, or a minimum of 8

propulsion arms for stacked-motors are required for minor classification. For vectored

thrust and lift+cruise configurations with less than 10 motors, dual redundant machines

per propeller can be utilised to reduce the failure impact of a single motor to a minor

classification, which in return offers a route for feasible application of NRPDs. The use

of NRPD for wingtip motors has a higher criticality and as a result are unlikely to be

suitable for the application of NRPDs.

Similar to motor protection, the use of NRPDs for busbar protection is directly

linked to the number of split busbars. This is because for an architecture with a

limited number of busbars; the loss of a single busbar result in a failure impact higher

than a minor failure, unless additional mitigation methods are applied. Whilst the use

of large numbers of busbars can demonstrate no adverse effect on the propulsion, energy

sources, and thrust. However, the larger the number of busbars the more independent

energy sources and other components are required, which adds more weight to the
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aircraft.

The use of NRPD for interconnecting feeder is dependent on the failure impact on

the system, that is, if the loss of the interconnection between busbars when required is

major or worse, Pyrofuses cannot be used. The risk of voltage imbalance between the

two interconnected busses, transients due to switching and the sudden increase of load

on one battery must be shown to be sufficiently low.

The development of mitigation measures to prevent common-failure modes and

reduce the impact of a single failure to an acceptable level is critical to NRPD usage,

especially in areas such as protection coordination, EMI, and lightning strike. As such,

the following are the potential mitigation measures considered to enhance the reliability

of power delivery to critical components (i.e. energy source, motors, busbars).

Since the Pyrofuse device is used for overcurrent protection. Overvoltage protection

is necessary to protect against lightning strike and switching impulses. The proposed

mitigation measure is to use surge arresters suitable to limit the voltage magnitude

of lightning strikes to an acceptable level. From research, there are surge arresters

available and being considered for aerospace applications [207]. Thus the proposed

mitigation measure is to use surge arresters to limit the voltage magnitude of lightning

strikes to an acceptable level. This can offer protection for sensitive electronics and

mass tripping of protection devices. If the aircraft is not flying in lightning strike

conditions, the Pyrofuse can be controlled to provide protection against overvoltage

transients. The signal of the external triggering device can take voltage readings from

battery or motor terminals depending on the location of the device. The controls can

be thus adjusted to disconnect the Pyrofuse under an overvoltage event.

To prevent EMI-related spurious trip issues, the proposed mitigation measure is

to provide a parallel-redundant Pyrofuse set-up. The set-up consists of an externally

triggered Pyrofuse connected directly to the rest of the system as the primary and self-

triggered Pyrofuse as a back-up. During normal operation, the self-triggered Pyrofuse

is disconnected from the rest of the system and is connected after the primary fails (as

shown in Figure 4.4). To connect the back-up to the rest of the system, an analogue

circuit with a time-delay switch can be used to allow the fault to be cleared before
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Figure 4.4: Parallel-redundant Pyrofuse set-up

connecting the back-up Pyrofuse. The time-delay chosen has to be selected rigorously

to prevent the system from shutting down. While in the event of a short circuit using

this set-up, the time-delay switch will connect the back-up Pyrofuse and trip as the

overcurrent fault is still persistent. This proposal can provide immunity against EMI

and overvoltage faults, but requires further study and analysis to validate the concept.

The set-up can also help reduce the failure impact of NRPDs use for primary protection

to a minor failure.

It is important to note that the inclusion of mitigation measures adds weight to the

EPS beyond that which might be saved by using NRPDs. In addition to the possibility

of worsening the failure rate due to the additional components in the system, which

impact on adherence to failure rate certification requirements. However, if NRPDs are

the only available technology then this may be unavoidable.

4.6 Summary

Through the review of relevant safety requirements, eVTOL configurations, and location-

specific failure modes, this chapter has highlighted the challenges of the wide-spread
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certification-compliant implementation of NRPDs in eVTOL applications. However,

through this preliminary certification compliance assessment, opportunities for NRPD

use have still been identified, particularly where the classification for the loss of a sin-

gle protection device does not cause a major or worse failure. From the analysis, the

precise classification of the loss of a single protection device is highly dependent on the

aerodynamic configuration and the design of the EPS system. Thus understanding the

different fault types and their impact on at the subsystem and aircraft level assist in

understanding the safety requirement for the development of a resilient EPS architec-

ture. From this, it has been shown that NRPDs can most easily be utilised in locations

within the power system where there is likely to be considerable natural redundancy

and oversizing (often due to other design size, weight and cost design drivers), for

example at the propulsion motors and power sources. The findings of this chapter

have provided assessment and guidance to design a certifiable power system architec-

ture with non-resettable protection devices for primary protection, which answers the

second research question presented in chapter 1.

A potential solution to prevent common-failure modes and reduce the impact of a

single failure to an acceptable level has been identified in this chapter. From this, the

work in this thesis has contributed to the second research question, where a process

for designing a certifiable power system architecture that incorporates Pyrofuses which

are non-resettable protection devices for primary protection has been identified.

Further work required to perform a true systems trade of adding redundancy/oversizing

against weight saved in NRPDs, this will be valuable to provide clearer guidance to

eVTOL community. Additionally, further tests is required to investigate the behaviour

of the Pyrofuse under lightning strike transients and its impact on the coordination of

the Pyrofuses in the system. The potential parallel-redundant solution and Pyrofuse

behaviour can be further investigated using the Pyrofuse model in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 5

Design Methodology for a

Certification-Compliant

Electrical Power System

Architecture

The significant change from the current state of the art aircraft to eVTOL, is the use of

electrically driven propulsion systems. This change necessitate disruptive EPS archi-

tectures and technologies to meet performance (e.g. weight), functionality, and certifi-

cation requirements, combined with much greater levels of coupling with non-electrical

systems, such as aerodynamics. The regulatory bodies [48–50] have established new

stringent certification standards to address the novelty of eVTOL aircraft compared to

the state of art aircraft.

However, the design of the EPS to meet regulatory safety requirements is oversim-

plified at an early stage in the design methodologies published in the literature, and

the role of the EPS to meet safety requirements is overlooked until the later stages of

the design process. Delaying the full consideration of the role of the EPS until after

the initial design phase; first, risks an aircraft design that does not meet initial design

and mission constraints, in terms of weight and range. Secondly, by considering the
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EPS in tandem with the wider aircraft design will offer routes to open up new design

spaces for optimisation of the overall system design.

To address this gap in the design process, this chapter proposes the first design

methodology to capture a certification-compliant EPS architecture at the preliminary

design phase of eVTOL design. The methodology provides a systematic process to

integrate mission requirements, aircraft aerodynamics, projected future availability of

EPS technologies, and safety requirements to identify a certification-compliant EPS

architecture. Secondly, it enables the quantification of the impact of available EPS

technologies into a certification-compliant EPS design and feasible mission profile. The

chapter present a case study to quantify the risks and impact of a certification-driven

EPS architecture on aicraft weight and mission profile when considered at a later stage

of the design process.

5.1 System Design Methodologies and Certification Pro-

cesses

5.1.1 Safety Guidelines and Methods for Certifiable Systems

The high level requirement from the certification documentation states that the air-

craft must demonstrate the ability to maintain flight and land safely after experiencing

a fault in the system. The inability to land safely, resulting in catastrophic failure, need

to be designed to be extremely improbable [48,50]. To demonstrate compliance to the

certification regulations, aerospace recommended practice (ARP) and guidelines are

used, e.g. ARP4754A and ARP4761 [195, 210]. In conventional aircraft design the de-

velopment assurance processes in ARP4754A, provide guidance for aircraft and systems

development that is compliant with certification regulations. This includes definitions

of safety requirements, methods, and practices to satisfy the safety requirements from

the regulatory bodies. Following from this, the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)

standard aerospace recommended practice, ARP4761, provides analytical methods to

derive the architecture-specific severity of faults and establish the safety requirements

required by ARP4754A. This verifies the system is compliant with certification regu-
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lations. The proposed methodology in this chapter incorporates the ARP guidelines

with additional design steps to guide the development of the EPS architecture to be a

certifiable design within the design constraints, e.g. weight and safety .

5.1.2 Existing EPS Design Methodologies

System level design methodologies for the design of EPS architecture in the literature

are focused on fixed-wing aircraft such as hybrid-electric aircraft, and more electric

aircraft [211]- [215]. However, compared to eVTOLs, these aircraft have different con-

figuration design and flight mechanism: electrical power is provided by a combination

of gas turbine driven generators and batteries in much larger aircraft at higher power

levels (>1MW propulsive power for hybrid electric aircraft); split between electrical

and non-electrical propulsion: eVTOL are all electric, whereas hybrid electric are a

mix of gas turbine and electrical propulsion; flight mechanism: rolling take-off versus

vertical take-off and landing and the required transition between hovering and cruise

phases. Particularly, the flight mechanism aspect present additional considerations to

address the disparity in the novel aerodynamic configuration for certification-compliant

design.

Flynn et al. [214] presented a comprehensive EPS design framework focused on the

application of fault management at an early stage of aircraft development. Addition-

ally, Jones et al [215] present a customised modelling framework based on SAE AIR

6326 for efficient early stage of EPS architecture for next-generation aircraft. Both

frameworks provide ways of systematically designing a viable EPS. However, these

design methodologies do not address aerodynamic-electrical failure interdependencies.

These inter-system relationships heavily influence the design approach to meet safety

and weight requirements of the EPS of any aircraft with full or hybrid electric propul-

sion. In line with this, it is of paramount importance to understand and capture these

interdependencies for eVTOL aircraft; where the DEP is closely coupled to the aerody-

namic structure, and resulting in failure modes at an aircraft level influencing the EPS

design. By doing this, the EPS can be designed to provide support where possible to

mitigating these failure cases.
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Therefore, there is a need for a more summarised EPS design methodology for

eVTOL aircraft, which incorporates aerodynamic-electrical failure interdependencies

while utilising industry-standard safety assessment guidelines to meet certification reg-

ulations.

5.1.3 Existing eVTOL-Specific System Design Methodologies

Conceptual design methodologies developed specifically for eVTOL are presented in the

literature, with a limited scope on the EPS as the main focus is on the assessment of a

certain aerodynamic design. As a result, the EPS architecture is often oversimplified.

For example, Jain et al. [216] propose a methodology focused on the aerodynamic

configuration of the aircraft with coaxial ducted tilt rotors and wings. However, only

the sizing of the battery is considered for the EPS design. Akash et al. [217] present

a conceptual design methodology of an eVTOL aircraft for intercity mission of up to

500 km. The conceptual methodology consider the sizing of the battery and electric

motors in their eVTOL design methodology, which is focused on the aerodynamic

design and the systems allocation in the aircraft to satisfy intercity mission range

requirements. Cole et al. [218] present a conceptual design method for an electric

helicopter with a single main rotor and lift-augmented compound. The methodology

advances conventional methods in the literature for the design of a fuel-based helicopters

to an electric helicopter by considering the weight of the EPS and energy storage, rather

than conventional kerosene.

In both [217] and [218] the consideration of safety measures to address the impact of

potential electrical common failure modes on the EPS is overlooked, risking the down

selection of an aircraft topology which at later stages will require an EPS design to

meet certification requirements which does not meet performance design criteria for

the aircraft.

Maestre et al [219] and Palaia et al [220] both propose a conceptual design method-

ology for eVTOL aircraft, which includes aerodynamic design, mission performance,

sizing and weight estimation of the EPS and propulsion system. In both cases an extra

thrust factor is included to oversize the motors for a failure. The methodology in [219]
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considered a contingency of 10% of the MTOW to factor in any additional changes to

the aircraft design at later stages. Redundancy is provided by assigning two batteries

per motor [219]. In [220] , a 5% extra thrust factor of the maximum take-off weight

(MTOW) for the case of a single motor failure is applied. However, the analysis behind

the motor failure and the design of the EPS architecture is oversimplified. The failure

modes and their impact on the system was overlooked, which highly influences the

required oversizing of the EPS and protection strategies to maintain safe flight after

a failure. This simplified approach risks the outcome that the estimated extra thrust

factor is insufficient to enable safe landing in the event of a single motor failure and

hence the inability to meet certification requirements.

Bertram et al. [52] and Osita et al. [221] propose a methodology to estimate the total

weight of eVTOL aircraft, and the influence of weight on aircraft performance. The

methodologies consider the mass estimation of EPS components such as, the energy

storage, motors, and power electronics. Yet, the presented design methodologies do not

incorporate safety measures to the EPS architectures such as component oversizing,

redundancy, and battery emergency reserve to the total weight of the aircraft.

J. Booker et al. [51] present a systematic method for assessing the reliability of

eVTOL EPS architectures to meet the reliability targets of regulatory bodies. However

this method requires a pre-defined EPS architecture with allocated safety measures

to start architecture evaluation. NASA recent report [185] have presented a detailed

EPS architecture for NASA eVTOL conceptual aircraft to evaluate their reliability and

safety as per the certification requirements. The report provides descriptive FMECA

and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) using a pre-defined EPS. Additional guidance is required

to translate the requirements from the FHA. This is to develop the EPS architectures

within aircraft design constraints of weight and safety at the preliminary phase, to

then be assessed using the presented FTA and FMECA analyses. This includes the

consideration of the safety measures to reduce the severity of failures in accordance

with the certification requirements and weight constraints.

It is evident that existing methodologies for eVTOL aircraft conceptual designs in

the literature are very limited in capturing and considering the design interdependencies
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between the EPS design, safety requirements, the wider aircraft concept design, eVTOL

mission profiles for a certification-compliant EPS architecture. This reiterates the need

to establish a systematic approach to develop a certification compliant EPS architecture

for eVTOL aircraft.

5.2 Methodology for a Certification-Compliant Architec-

ture

The proposed systematic methodology for the early stage capture of a certification-

compliant eVTOL EPS, which incorporate the influence of the aerodynamic aspects

of aircraft into the certification requirements and hence the EPS architecture. The

EPS design methodology has been structured around industry standards, specifically

ARP4761 [195], the system safety assessment, with the safety development process

ARP4754A [210], to show compliance to certification requirements.

The methodology is divided into three main sections as presented in Figure 5.1: the

aircraft design process (yellow bubble), safety assessment guidelines (orange bubble),

and the development of the EPS architecture (red bubble). From the previous section,

the presented parts were documented in the literature as separate processes which

introduce limitations to the design. This thesis presents a methodology with novel

integrated linkage between the different processes, as shown in yellow, orange, red

bubbles, as seen in Figure 5.1.

The sequence of the initial design decisions to develop the EPS architecture is

indicated by the black arrows. The design process is iterative, as indicated by the

dashed, arrows. This is essential to ensure the EPS design meets the safety criteria,

and is therefore certifiable, and to ensure the EPS is within the weight budget, which

is set as a design requirement to start the aircraft design process.

5.2.1 Step 1: Aircraft Concept Design

The input to the aircraft concept design step is the flight mission profile (includes

speed, range) and number of passengers. Step 1 is the conceptual design of the aircraft
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Figure 5.1: Systematic Methodology to Develop Airworthy Design of the Electrical
Power System Architecture

which is completed by aerodynamic and flight physics engineers. The required output

of Step 1 for the design process, is the lift-to-drag (L/D) ratio, disc loading, number,

and arrangement of motors (e.g. stacked motors), and MTOW. The output is used to

calculate the minimum power and energy requirements to perform the required mission;

The hover power profile of the aircraft is computed using 5.1, and the cruise power of

the aircraft is computed is using 5.2.

From Step 1, the aircraft configuration, functions, and requirements are output.

These are passed to Step 2 where an FHA is performed. This is essential to identify

potential hazards affecting the aircraft’s ability to maintain flight in order to meet the

safety requirement from the certification regulations.

The second output is the calculated power and energy for the required mission profile

is also output from Step 1. This power and energy are considered as the “minimum”

requirement, which is passed to Step 3, to include the safety to mitigate a failure in
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the system, the resultant oversized power is used to size the EPS.

5.2.2 Step 2: Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA)

In Step 2, the FHA is performed using the data from Step 1 combined with the FHA

procedure described in [195]. From this a list of aircraft functions and their associated

failure conditions and effect on the aircraft’s ability to maintain flight. The list high-

light functionalities and components critical to flight safety (e.g. how many motors

or batteries the design is tolerant to before requiring immediate landing). This list is

passed to Step 3.

The second output from Step 2, which is the safety objectives identified in the

FHA, are passed to Step 5. The safety objectives are used to validate if the safety

measures of the proposed EPS architecture have addressed the potential failures and

their impact on the aircraft and system functions, and are within acceptable limits

as per EASA failure conditions [50]. It is important to note that the FHA must be

updated throughout the development of the aircraft design to re-evaluate the safety

implications of any changes to the aircraft’s concept design. This is to capture any new

functions or failure conditions that might be identified later in the development cycle.

5.2.3 Step 3: Safety Measures

During Step 3, the list of critical functionalities are used to assign safety measures in

the EPS design, with the aim to maintain safe flight in the event of failure.

The safety measures include component redundancy, overrating components capac-

ity for a failure of a component/functionality, electrical power re-routing, and emer-

gency reserves. From this, number of viable architecture solutions are identified taking

account of the critical functionalities and the safety measures. These are output to

Step 4, where their weight will be evaluated.

The feedback loop from Step 3 to Step 1, as seen in Figure 5.1, allows the iteration

of the high level aircraft design, if the weight of the EPS surpasses the weight budget.

The decision for aircraft design corrections should be applied as a final act, only if after,

all EPS design options were examined, and no viable solution which meets the weight
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budget can be found. Aircraft design corrections includes reduction of the mission

range or number of passengers to satisfy the weight budget.

5.2.4 Step 4: Electrical Power System Architecture Weight Evalua-

tion

In Step 4, the weight of the EPS architecture is evaluated using the power and energy

requirements from Step 3 to size the EPS components. Additionally, a down-selection

process takes place, to select an EPS design which will meet the weight budget from

the mission profile in Step 1. EPS architectures goes on down-selection process to

select a design within the weight budget. The EPS architectures which fall within the

acceptable weight are passed onto step 5 for the Preliminary System Safety Assessment

(PSSA). If none of the proposed EPS architectures meets the weight requirements, then

the process returns to step 3 (see Figure 5.1) to implement different safety measures

and iterate the EPS system design to satisfy the design weight budget.

5.2.5 Step 5: Preliminary System Safety Assessment (PSSA)

The downselected architectures from Step 4 are passed to Step 5, along with the FHA

safety objectives from Step 4. Within Step 5, a PSSA is carried out to determine if the

proposed architecture can meet the safety objectives identified by the FHA. The process

at Step 5 first verifies whether the system level EPS architecture design meets the

reliability and safety objectives identified in the FHA. This is achieved by quantitative

analysis using FTA, FMECA, and Common Cause Analysis (CCA). The final selection

of EPS architecture is based on the trade-off between cost and weight while meeting

the safety objectives. The next step from the PSSA is a more detailed design at the

sub-system level and further reliability analysis that summarises the findings from the

FHA, PSSA, FMECA, and CCA to present to certification bodies and demonstrate

safety requirements compliance.

However, if the outcome of the PSSA shows that none of the proposed EPS ar-

chitectures meet the safety objectives of Step 2, then the process returns to Step 3 as

shown in Figure 5.1). This is to ensure the implemented safety measures can meet the
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FHA safety objectives of Step 2, and the validation process in Step 5.

5.3 Derivation of Energy and Power Requirements for

Mission Profile

This section presents a series of eVTOL aerodynamic equations from literature used

to compute the minimum power and energy of step 1 of the proposed methodology in

Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 presents the general mission profile for eVTOL aircraft which

consists of vertical take-off, climb, cruise, and vertical landing. In this study, the phases

with key performance drivers of the power and energy model requirements to design the

EPS architecture are considered; these are the hovering and cruise phase highlighted in

red in Figure 5.2. Where the hovering power is the maximum power achievable during

flight which is used to size the EPS technologies, and the cruise phase is the longest

segment of the flight hence significantly influencing the energy consumption and battery

sizing.

Figure 5.2: EVTOL Aircraft Mission Profile

5.3.1 Hovering Power

The hover power Phover (in W) is calculated based on blade element momentum theory

on the actuator disc using the open propeller (5.1) [15, 24]. Full derivation of (5.1) is

given in [24].
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Phover =
T

3
2
hover√

2 • ρ •A
(5.1)

Where Thover (in N) is the thrust of the propulsion system during hover phase, ρsea

is the air density at sea level (1.225 kgm−3), and A is the total disc actuator area (in

m2). From the hovering time and power, the energy consumed can also be computed

using (5.10).

The hovering power for a ducted propeller design [24] is shown in (5.2). The ducted

design can offer reduced noise emission in comparison to open rotor design. However,

this comes with the cost of increased disc loading (power or thrust against disc actuator

area), which increases the power requirement for the hovering phase [24]. For coaxial

rotor design (5.2) can also be used to calculate the hovering power; in addition to a

multiplication of an interference factor which varies from 1 for zero interference to
√

2

for maximum interference [15].

Phover =
1

2
•
T

3
2
hover√
ρ •A

(5.2)

5.3.2 Cruise Phase

The cruise power in a steady level flight assumes all forces are applied at the centre of

gravity, where the thrust (T ) is equal to the aerodynamic drag (D) shown in (5.3), lift

is equal to the aircraft weight (W ) shown in 5.4.

T = D (5.3)

L = W (5.4)

The aircraft weight in 5.5 considers the (MTOW ) in kg multiplied by the gravita-

tional acceleration (g) of 9.81 ms−2, as illustrated in (5.5).

W = MTOW • g (5.5)

Combining and re-arranging the terms in (5.3), (5.4) and 5.5, gives an expression
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for the thrust as shown in (5.6)

T =
D

L
•W =

D

L
• (MTOW • g) (5.6)

The expression in (5.6) is further rearranged into (5.7).

T =
MTOW • g

( L
D )

(5.7)

The averaged power requirement for the cruise phase can then be obtained using

the thrust from (5.7) and the cruise speed (in Vc) in ms−1 in addition to the propulsion

system efficiency (ηc) requirement during cruise, using (5.8) [222].

Pcruise(W ) = T • Vc • ηc =
MTOW • g

L
D

(5.8)

From (5.8), it is evident that the key performance driver during the cruise phase is

the Lift-to-Drag ratio (L/D), the cruise speed (Vc), and the propulsion system efficiency

(ηc). The expression of the L/D ratio is given as (5.9) [223,224].

L

D
=
CL

CD
=

CL

CL +K • C2
L

(5.9)

Where CL is the coefficient of lift, CD is the coefficient of drag, and K is the induced

drag factor which is inversely proportional to the aspect ratio of the wing and Oswald

efficiency factor [223, 224]. Accordingly, the L/D ratio is affected by both the amount

of parasitic drag formed from the aircraft body and the induced drag corresponding to

the amount of lifting force [224,225]. The induced and parasitic drag are also affected

by the cruise speed; the minimum point of the combined total drag provides the speed

for maximum range [226, 227]. This step is usually completed in the detailed design

phase where multifactor analysis in multiple iterations are required to match the desired

performance and mission profile of the vehicle.

The energy consumption for each flight phase can be calculated using (5.10).

Energy = P • thr (wh) (5.10)
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Where (thr) is time in hour, and power (P ) in W. Since the highest energy demand

is during the cruise phase as the time spent during this phase is the longest, and the

highest power demand phase is the hover phase but with a short time. In this study,

the energy of both hover and cruise phase are considered. The expression for the sum

of energy consumption for the hover phase and cruise phase is given in (5.11).

Energysum = Ehover • Ecruise (wh) (5.11)

Ehover is the energy consumption during the hovering phase, and Ecruise is the

energy consumption during cruise phase. From 5.11, the weight of the battery can be

computed for a given battery energy density.

5.4 Case Study: Impact of Certification-Compliant EPS

Architecture on Aircraft Mission

The case study focuses on the development of the EPS architecture section of the

methodology (red bubble) in Figure 5.1. The objective is to demonstrate the risk impact

of underestimating the safety requirements for the design of the EPS architecture on

the aircraft weight and mission for a given aircraft concept, and thus highlight the

importance of considering the EPS design at the early stage of aircraft design process.

5.4.1 Step 1: Aircraft Concept Design

A multirotor eVTOL configuration is considered for the case study to demonstrate

the proposed methodology and associated weight impact. The eVTOL design concept

used in this case study is the example of the multirotor design presented in Chapter

4 Figure 4.1. The initial design parameters and mission requirements for this concept

are presented in Table 5.1. The data in Table 5.1 are used to compute the power and

energy for the required mission using the equations from literature presented in the

previous section. The assumed L/D ratio for the cruise phase is 5; this value is the

average of the different types of L/D ratios for helicopters given in [242].
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Table 5.1: Top-level Requirement of the Aircraft Design Concept Figure 4.1

Parameters Value Reference

MTOW 2200 kg [229]

Cruise L/D 5 Assumed [242]

Speed 120 km/hr [229]

Number of motors 8 [229]

Actuator disc area 24.6 m2 Computed [231]

Range 30 km [230]

Hover time 1 minute [222]

Cruise time 15 minutes [229]

Using the mission profile and the parameters of the aircraft configuration in Table

5.1, the computed power and energy for the required mission are shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Mission Profile Power and Energy Requirements for the multirotor design
concept in Figure 4.1

For this particular case study, the minimum hovering power is 408.15 kW. An

additional 5% of power is needed for avionics and secondary, non-propulsive electrical

systems [220], however it is not considered in this case study. The resultant energy
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consumption for a range of 30 km is 47 kWh without consideration of additional safety

margins.

5.4.2 Step 2: Functional Hazard Assessment

In Step 2, the potential hazards and associated mitigation actions are identified and

assessed (see chapter 4). The failure conditions with highest impact on aircraft safety

associated with aircraft functions are identified, this is used to address the level of

safety in the EPS architecture design. The FHA is a thorough process, to demonstrate

the risks associated with EPS architecture design, the function with the most impact

is considered for this case study, and that is “provide thrust”.

From the aircraft design in Step 1 Figure 5.1), considering the case of the loss of

one motor, in order to maintain the balance of the aircraft after this failure, there must

be a significant reduction or shutdown of thrust provided by the diagonally aligned

motor [232, 233]. The loss of one motor leads to the effective loss of two motors out

of eight. Any further loss of motors will prevent the aircraft’s ability to land safely,

and thus could lead to a catastrophic failure. Therefore, the EPS architecture must be

designed to maintain safe flight after a single motor failure.

5.4.3 Step 3: Safety Measures

From the results in the FHA in step 2, the EPS architecture should demonstrate the

aircraft ability to land safely in order to comply with the safety requirements from

the certification regulations [48, 50]. First, a preliminary fault protection strategy is

required to address potential failures of a multirotor design. Common mode failures

should also be taken in consideration when designing the EPS to prevent the loss of

aircraft, this includes short circuit faults, lightning strikes, and battery thermal runway.

Additionally, thorough reserve planning specific to the aircraft type, cruise speed,

and mission range is expected to ensure there is enough time for re-routing and safe

landing in emergency scenarios [50, 188, 244]. There is not a specific value for the

amount of reserve from the regulatory bodies yet. As such for this case study, 30%

of the total energy capacity for emergency reserve, and additional 20% limitation of
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battery state of charge for lifecycle longevity.

To simplify the latter energy and power scaling calculations, minimum power and

energy requirement of step 1 (seen in Figure 5.3) are normalized as percentages in

the following architectures. For example, the minimum power required for hovering is

represented at 100%, and at the latter stage, any excess of power or energy capacity

from the architecture is then multiplied by the minimum requirement to calculate the

weight of the EPS architecture..

The study starts with the “baseline architecture” used to illustrate the impact of

oversimplifying the EPS architecture at the initial stage of development. The follow-

ing EPS architectures refinements considers different safety measures with the aim of

ensuring power continuity after a failure.

1) Baseline Architecture

The initial architecture considered in this study is a baseline architecture with eight

electrically independent distribution channels supplying power from each of the eight

batteries to the motors as illustrated in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Baseline Architecture

Following the approach in the published literature [216, 217, 220] the sizing of the

components is equal to the minimum power and energy requirements of step 1; which

excludes any safety measures or battery reserves. This architect acts as a starting point
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from which to determine certification-compliant EPS designs.

Isolation between channels in the baseline architecture reduces the risk of common

mode and cascading failures. However, this isolation also reduces system redundancy,

and the loss of one motor will significantly impact on the ability of the aircraft to

land safely [232, 233]. This is because the baseline architecture does not include any

additional power to distribute the thrust and balance of the aircraft forces.

Therefore, design corrections are required using the feedback loop to consider over-

sizing or an alternative architecture. Oversizing components for this architecture can

satisfy the safety requirements with sufficient isolation, but comes with a cost of sig-

nificant excess of weight. The following architectures addresses the limitations of this

baseline architecture by incorporating system level safety measures to improve the

safety of the system.

2) Architecture 1: Bus-tie Architecture

Figure 5.5: Redundant System with Bus Interconnectivity

Figure 5.5 presents an architecture to overcome the limitations of the baseline ar-

chitecture with isolated channels. In this solution, interconnectivity between distribu-

tion channels enables different batteries to supply different motors. The interconnect

switches are open during normal operations, isolating the eight distribution channels

and the power supply from each battery to each motor. In case of a failure in any
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channel or battery, and once the fault is isolated, the corresponding interconnection

switches closes to re-route power to the healthy motors.

The EPS components must be oversized to accommodate the increased power flow

in the case of a fault occurring. The sizing of the electric motors is based on the loss

of two motors out of eight motors, where the thrust lost is distributed amongst the

remaining motors. This is achieved by dividing the total power of the motors by the

6 remaining motors, which requires motors to be sized 133.3%, which is 33% higher

than the baseline architecture. This percentage value is subject to increase to include

the additional drag caused by the failed propellers [15]. Due to the interconnection in

the bus-tie architecture, each battery is designed to supply two motors. Therefore, the

energy capacity is sized to 266% of the minimum energy requirement passed down from

Step 1.

This architecture offers a great degree of redundancy and component oversizing

in the event of a battery or motor failure. Requiring additional space for cabling,

power electronics and controls for the interconnection, and power distribution units,

which adds weight to the EPS architecture. The interconnection switches and controls

introduces complexity to the system. That is, the ability to detect that the fault has

been cleared before connecting the nearby channel, and to balance the voltage between

the two channels to prevent the loss of the two channels.

3) Architecture 2: Partial Redundant Batteries Architecture

The bus-tie architecture in Figure 5.5 can be modified further to reduce the oversizing

of batteries and interfacing power electronics, to be able to supply power in the case

of a battery failure. This is achieved by having two batteries per motor, as indicated

in Figure 5.6. Partial redundancy has a similar functionality to the bus-tie technique,

which is to continue supplying power to healthy motors in the event of a single battery

failure.

The architecture shown in Figure 5.6 includes partial redundancy in the battery’s

capacity for each motor. As a result, the total energy required for each motor is

split between two batteries, and the resulting combined energy of two batteries for
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Figure 5.6: Partial Redundant Batteries Architecture

each motor is 133% of the minimum energy requirement given from Step 1 Figure 5.1.

While for the electric motors, the sizing is similar to the bus-tie architecture, which is

based on the loss of two motors out of eight motors.

In normal operation, the two batteries of the same bus is sharing the required power

to the motor. In the event of a battery failure, the affected bus will only be able to

supply 66.5% of the demand to the connected motor. There will be slight reduction of

power if the fault occurred during hovering as the affected bus can only supply 66.5%

of thrust to the motor, while 100% of thrust per motor is required during hovering

phase. Whereas cruise and landing require around 50% of thrust per motor (as can be

seen in Figure 5.3). In case of a motor failure, a single distribution channel is lost. All

the operating batteries in the remaining busses is able to provide the additional power

required per motor to balance the aircraft and maintain flight to the nearest landing

site.

5.4.4 Step 4: Electrical Power System Weight Calculation

Table 2.2 presented in chapter 2 provides a list of the power and energy density of

the state of art technologies and future technology progression. Due to the lack of

technology roadmaps for protection technologies, for this case study, a SSPC module

with a power density of 28.8 kW/kg was chosen scaled to the power requirements of
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the application [173], and remains the same throughout in 2025 and 2030.

Table 5.2: Summary of the Key Design Measures from the Presented Architectures

Safety Measures Baseline Arch. 1 Arch. 2

Tie-bus x X x

Dual motors x x x

Dual batteries x x X

Dual converters x x X

Dual inverter x x x

Motor oversizing x X X

Battery oversizing x X X

Excess power per motor - 1.33x 1.33x

Excess energy per battery - 2.66x 1x

Power System Weight (kg) 519.7 2194.8 909

Table 5.2 presents a summary of the safety measures in each architecture presented

in Step 3, these are the baseline architecture, architecture 1, and architecture 2. Safety

measures that are not included in an architecture is marked with a red cross, and

safety measures that are included in an architecture are marked with a green tick.

Using the power and energy densities of key components, the weight estimation of the

EPS architectures are thus presented in Table 5.2 .

From Table 5.2, the baseline architecture result in a system weight of 519.7 kg, but at

the expense of having minimal safety measures, limited to redundant isolated channels.

While the other architectures consider multiple safety measures and emergency reserve

to manage different failure scenarios resulting in an increased weight of; 1675.1 kg for

architecture 1 and 389.3 kg for architecture 2 compared to the baseline architecture.

Figure 5.7 shows the weight breakdown of the key technologies considered for the

different architectures using state of the art EPS technologies in 2017. In all the archi-

tectures the battery is the most dominant component in weight, followed by the electric

motors. The power conversion units (i.e. inverters and converters) show to have the

minimum weight contribution to the power system mass for all 3 architectures consid-

ered. However, the weight of the cooling system for power electronics is not considered
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Figure 5.7: Weight Breakdown of Technologies used for the Proposed Architectures

which contribute to significant weight to the devices [171,172]. Architecture 1 have the

highest weight for protection technologies compared to the other architectures; this is

primarily due to the electronics required for the interconnection between channels.

Figure 5.8 compares weight of the proposed architectures using power and energy

densities for technologies from 2017 projected up to the year 2030, using the technol-

ogy roadmaps presented in Chapter 2. The yellow segment represents the weight of

the battery, and the orange segment represents the weight of the EPS excluding the

batteries.

From the mission specifications presented in Table 2, the aircraft MTOW is 2200 kg.

A combined 45% assumption of the eVTOL MTOW capacity ( ≈ 990 kg ) is allocated

for the airframe (≈330 kg) [234], payload (500 kg), avionics, cabling, and other onboard
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Figure 5.8: Impact of Technology Advancement on the Aircraft Overall Weight

systems (160 kg) [235], and is indicated in Figure 5.8. Hence the maximum allowable

weight of the EPS (including batteries and cooling system) is ≈ 1210 kg equivalent to

55% of the MTOW.

Using technologies from 2017, the results shows that architecture 2 is under the

maximum allowable weight for the EPS by 301 kg. However, architecture 2 only be-

comes viable using current technologies if the weight the cooling system, cabling, low

voltage system, and the additional power required for onboard systems and avionics is

equal or below 301 kg. Which is infeasible.

By inspection of Figure 5.8, architecture 2 become viable using technological projec-

tions by 2025, while the weight of architecture 1 still surpasses the MTOW constraints

in 2030. Depending on the entry to service targets, only the architectures that are

under the allocated weight budget of 45% the MTOW, are passed to the PSSA in Step

5 for safety validation and verification.
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5.4.5 Step 5: PSSA

In Step 5, the developed architecture is assessed based on the system FHA functions

and safety objectives, using quantitative analysis techniques, such as FTA and CCA.

The PSSA step is critical to the selection of a certification-compliant EPS architecture.

However, the process is not considered for each architecture in details for conciseness.

For example, the system FHA is dependent on the design of the EPS architecture,

where the loss of a single component in the baseline architecture can result in a catas-

trophic failure (1x10−9 per flight hour), and result in major failure for architecture 1

and 2 (1x10−5 per flight hour), see 4.1 for classification definition. This function and

probability of failure is used as an objective for the EPS design to meet.

In the FTA, the function is broken down to component-level to identify all the root

causes [195]. The accumulative failure rate of each component in the system is then

used to verify if the system meets the FHA safety objectives or not. That is, if the

accumulate failure rate for the loss power distribution to one motor failure condition is

below 1x10−9 per flight hour, the safety objective has not been met. Thus, alternative

architecture should be considered.

5.4.6 Final Evaluation

Converting the available weight budget from Figure 5.8 to extended mission range, the

results of the achievable range of each architecture is shown in Figure 5.9. As expected,

the baseline architecture can perform a mission range of 30 km by 2017, showing a

maximum achievable range of 120 km; this range is 114 km longer than architecture 1

and 75.5 km longer than architecture 2. However, to reiterate, in reality, an aircraft

with an oversimplified safety measures will not meet certification regulations, hence the

given range is not possible as the increased weight of the safety measures to the EPS

decreases the range as illustrated in architecture 1 and 2. In spite of that, with added

safety measures, the results show that the architecture 2 is capable of preforming a range

of 44.5 km in 2017 as shown in Figure 5.8. However, architecture can be considered

feasible only if the weight of the cooling system, cabling, low voltage system is under

301 kg. As the available weight budget increases in consistent with the progression of
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technologies, a notable increase of distances can be seen for the architectures in Figure

5.9.

As for architecture 1, to achieve a range of 30 km, the weight of the EPS must be

reduced by 984 kg, which is the excess weight beyond the maximum allowable weight

for the EPS. At this stage, design corrections are required to reduce the weight of the

applied safety measures, the design is then reiterated back to Step 3 in Figure 5.1.

For example, design corrections to reduce the number of interconnections, which in

turn reduces the oversizing of the battery of architecture 1. Reducing the number of

interconnection also allows mechanical and electrical seperation between the busses.

Another method is to allow all the batteries to share the load in case of a single motor

failure, this offset the need to overly size the batteries.

If none of the added safety measures reduces the weight below the maximum allow-

able weight for the EPS, then design iteration is required at aircraft concept design stage

(Step 1 in Figure 5.1), which necessitates reduction in the mission range or number of

passengers for a viable aircraft design.

5.5 Discussion

The presented methodology adopts the conventional processes and demonstrate it for

eVTOLs to highlight the importance of EPS architecture and protection strategies at

an early stage in the aircraft design process. As shown in Figure 5.1. The case study has

shown the approach to execute safety analysis of ARP4761 and ARP4754A processes

to assess and certify novel technologies and EPS designs for eVTOL aircraft.

The execution of safety analysis for conventional aircraft differs from eVTOL air-

craft, where the EPS are used in low voltage secondary systems and are light in weight,

facilitating safety application. With the increase of power and voltage levels for eVTOL

aircraft, new high voltage technologies for aerospace applications are required which

are either in low maturity or heavy, requiring novel strategies to meet safety and weight

constraints. As such, considering EPS at a later stage limits the number of options for

certifiable solutions and the achievable range, as shown in Figure 5.9.

Nevertheless, the methodology presents the preliminary process, further work needs
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Figure 5.9: Impact of Technologies Advancement on the Mission Range

to be completed at a detailed design stage with rigorous testing to confirm that the

quantitative and qualitive analysis performed at the preliminary stage has been met,

showing confidence in the design to the regulatory bodies.

5.6 Summary

The work developed in this chapter describes a process to develop a certification com-

pliant EPS architecture in a preliminary design phase of the eVTOL aircraft, where

the development of the EPS architecture is carried out in parallel to the design of

non-electrical systems, to ensure a certification compliant solution. The case study

demonstrates that by considering ARP4761 and ARP4754A processes in an electrical
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context to drive the EPS design, an EPS architecture which meets weight and func-

tionality constraints, while ensuring that the aircraft is safe to fly, can be identified at

an early stage of the aircraft design process. By incorporating technology roadmaps

into this process, critical assessment of future options is possible to enable new design

spaces and novel architecture options to be explored, for electrical and non-electrical

power systems, with assurance that these aircraft will meet certification regulations.

The presented methodology briefly demonstrated each step of the preliminary process of

ARP4761 and ARP4754A. However, to complete the full process, further detailed work

is required to demonstrate certification-compliance EPS architecture through detailed

design and a thorough system-level safety analysis.

From this, the work presented in this chapter considers the essential factors when

aiming to design an economically efficient and lightweight eVTOL aircraft that meets

the aircraft design objective. These are certification requirements (i.e. safety con-

siderations and recommend practices) to the design of the EPS in parallel with the

aerodynamic design to plan and develop the most optimised solution at a preliminary

stage of development. Thus, answering the first research question.
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Chapter 6

Abstraction of Aerodynamic

Electrical Relationships for

Accelerated eVTOL Preliminary

Design Process

The roadmaps of key power system technologies in Chapter 2 highlighted the techno-

logical challenges facing the emergence of UAM market has also presented the drive for

technology progression that shapes viable designs for various mission profiles [61,237].

One of the key technological challenges is application of available batteries for eVTOL

designs that can transport an economic number of passengers for inter-city or intra-city

missions, and potentially for multiple missions on a single charge [238]. To achieve this

in the design, a need to translate the battery density to realise the mission range and

maximum take-off weight of the aircraft (MTOW). While the current literature pro-

vides detailed aerodynamics design methodologies focused on the parameterisation of

the wing and propellers to satisfy the required mission profile/range. However, these

methodologies require detailed work at the drafting design phase and are limited to a

certain aircraft configuration and flight mechanism. Therefore, this chapter presents

a novel methodology that summarises the relationship between aircraft aerodynamics
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and EPS requirements in a readily usable format. The methodology enables critical

assessment of different aircraft aerodynamic configurations in parallel with EPS ar-

chitectures to be performed and the ability to explore new design spaces and novel

architecture options.

6.1 EVTOL Aircraft Design Methodologies

There are numerous preliminary design methodologies for eVTOL aircraft powered

by batteries in literature. Most of these methodologies focus on propulsion and the

aerodynamic design of the aircraft to calculate the power and energy consumption of

the flight mission in order to estimate the mass of the battery [217, 219, 239]. This is

mostly due the mass of the battery being the heaviest component amongst the EPS

components. The authors in [219,239] presented a methodology focused on the design

of efficient propellers of a tandem wing eVTOL aircraft for a specific mission pro-

file. This type of method requires detailed calculation of propeller dimensions, airfoil

selection, blade geometry optimisation to maximise efficiency and achieve the flight

speed specified in the mission profile. G. Palaia et al. [220] proposes a workflow to

estimate the weight of a conceptual aircraft for a required mission and demonstrated

the design of a box-wing eVTOL aircraft. A.Jain [216] presented a conceptual base-

line guide demonstrated through the design of a coaxial ducted tilt rotors and wings

aircraft configuration. In summary, existing preliminary design methodologies require

detailed work at the drafting design phase and are their scope of work is limited to a

certain aircraft configuration and flight mechanism. In order to realise the achievable

mission range for different aircraft types using available technologies, EPS architecture

assessment studies is required. From the results in Chapter 5 the EPS architecture

and technologies can limit the viability of aircraft concept designs due to the inclusion

of safety requirements hence increasing the weight aircraft beyond design constraints.

Therefore, there is a need for a tool or a methodology to investigate the impact of

key aerodynamics design factors on power requirements and the design of the EPS.

This initiative combined n with the methodology developed in chapter 5, enables the

complete assessment of EPS architectures for different eVTOL concept designs, and to
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explore new design spaces and novel architecture options.

While the methodologies in the literature offer a top-down approach requiring de-

tailed aerodynamic design of the propulsion system to compute the energy consumption

to estimate the mass of the battery. This chapter presents abstracted design method-

ology reducing modelling efforts and enabling multidisciplinary design analysis at the

initial stages of design. As such, the accelerated/abstract methodology provides the

first step into assessing the feasibility of a mission or aerodynamic design of the aircraft

using available technologies at a certain timeline, offering usability and applicability to

assess and down select conceptual aircraft designs aligned with mission profile.

The methodology considers the hovering and cruise phase of the flight mission

as both includes key performance drivers with significant impact on the power and

energy requirement. From these, a generalised abstraction equations summarising the

relationship between the aerodynamic blade element theory and the power requirement

foe wide range of aircraft sizes are presented in this chapter.

Following from this preliminary analysis, more detailed analysis can then be carried

out to calculate the corresponding propeller parameters, blade geometry, wing design

and airfoil selection to achieve the required energy consumption. The case studies

presented in the chapter demonstrate the usability of the proposed methodology can

be used for a wide range of designs within the presented boundaries. The case study

also validates the accuracy of the results from the methodology using eVTOL aircraft

designs in literature.

6.2 Abstraction of eVTOL Design Equations

This section provides the abstraction design methodology to estimate the power and

energy requirement of the hovering and cruise phase for use at the preliminary design

stage. The methodology was developed by taking a range of key design parameters

such as weight, speed, total propeller area, and mission range that are seen suitable for

eVTOL aircraft to calculate the power requirement for hover and cruise phase. The

calculation of power requirement is done using the theoretical equations presented in

chapter 5. The results were then combined into a three-dimensional surface plot using
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Surf function [236]. Then, polynomial curve fitting equation is used to best represents

data points and hence the relationship between three variables. The resultant poly-

nomial equation abstracts the aerodynamic parameterisation required for the hovering

and cruise phase to allow the user to easily perform EPS assessment studies for vari-

ous aircraft designs. The abstracted design equations are bounded to MTOW of 800

kg to 3175 kg, mission distance from 30 km to 250 km, disc actuator area between 2

m2 and 39.2 m2, and airspeed from 54 m/s to 90 m/s using typical speed of existing

applications.

Figure 6.1 summarises the step-by-step application of the abstraction design method-

ology. The orange shaded area presents the values taken from the abstracted equations,

and the yellow shaded area presents the additional multiplication factors to reflect dif-

ferent L/D and efficiency compared to the baseline.

6.2.1 Hovering Phase

Figure 6.2 presents a 3D surface plot of the computed minimum hovering power using

(5.1) for different disc actuator areas from 2 m2 to 39.2 m2, and aircraft weights from

800 kg to 3175 kg. The “x-axis” presents the MTOW in kg, the “y-axis” presents

the total propeller area (Atp) in m2, and the “z-axis” presents the computed hovering

power for the different total propeller areas and MTOWs. As seen from Figure 6.2,

a total propeller area of 40 m2 and MTOW of 3000 kg results in a hovering power

of approximately 500 kW. While a total propeller area of 12 m2 and MTOW of 3000

kg results in a hovering power of approximately 1000 kW. This shows that for a fixed

MTOW, increasing the total propeller area contributes to higher hover efficiency; this

means increasing the rotor radius for a given weight reduces the power requirement in

the hovering phase.

From the 3D surface in Figure 6.2, a polynomial equation is generated to abstract

the hovering power requirement for wide range of total propeller area and the MTOWs,

shown in (6.1). The degree of the polynomial equation that best fit the data is deter-

mined, where W is of second degree and Atp is of fifth degree. The abstracted hovering

power in (6.1) is for open propeller configurations. For a ducted configuration, the
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Figure 6.1: Summary of the Proposed Preliminary Design Methodology for Various
Concept Designs.

result can be multiplied by a factor of 0.7071; which is the difference between (6.1) and

(6.3). The abstracted hovering power (kW) in (6.1) covers total propeller areas from 2

m2 to 39.2 m2.
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Figure 6.2: 3D Surface of the Minimum Hovering Power Requirement for a Variation
of Total Propeller and Disc Loading.

HoverPower = −48.06 + 0.603 •W − 43.9 •Atp + 1.253e− 04 •W 2− 9.153e− 02 •W •Atp

+ 9.442 •A2
tp − 1.05e− 05 •W 2 •Atp + 6.83e− 03 •W •A2

tp − 0.683 •A3
tp

+ 4.002E − 07 •W 2 •A2
tp − 2.165e− 04 •W •A3

tp + 0.020 •A4
tp +

−5.078e− 09 •W 2 •A4
tp + 2.397e− 06 •W •A4

tp − 2.098e− 04 •A5
tp

(6.1)

Where W is the maximum take-off weight of the aircraft (MTOW), and Atp is the

total propeller area.

The hovering energy can be computed by multiplying hovering power from the ab-

straction equation 6.1, and hovering time in hours. The equation for the total propeller

area (m2) is given in (6.2). This equation can be used to obtain the required number

of motors this can be done by re-arranging the equation to provide an output for (n).

(6.2)Atp =

(
D

2

)2

• π • n
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Where D is the diameter of the propeller blade in metres, and n is the number of

motors.

6.2.2 Cruise Phase

Figure 6.3 shows the 3D plot of the minimum energy required for different aircraft

MTOW and mission range. The “x-axis” presents the MTOW in kg, the “y-axis”

presents the Range in (km), and the “z-axis” presents the computed energy consump-

tion during cruise phase for the various MTOW and Range values. The presented

results use a model with a L/D ratio of 12 and an efficiency of 0.765 [222] as an arbi-

trary baseline value in order to develop the methodology. The methodology provides

different multiplication factors to represent variations as shown in Table 6.1 and 6.2.

The cruise speed is illustrated in the colour bar starting from 54 km/hr in a step size

of 1.5 up to 90 km/hr. The considered MTOW is from 800 kg which usually allow

carrying one or two passengers, and for aircraft up to a MTOW of 3175 kg as stated

by EASA [50,188], allows carrying up to five passengers. The mission range considered

is from 30 for intra-city missions, to 250 km for intercity missions.

From the 3D surface in Figure 6.3, an polynomial equation is generated to abstract

the cruise energy consumption in (kWh) for wide range of MTOWs and mission range

values, shown in (6.3). The degree of the polynomial equation that best fit the data is

determined, where W is of second degree and R is of first degree.

(6.3)Ecr = −4.742e− 14− 9.363e− 18 •W + 7.695e

− 17 •R • 7.607e− 21 •W 2 + 2.965e− 04 •W •R

Where R is the range.

The value of the cruise speed (m/s) used in the cruise energy consumption equation

6.3 is presented in the colour bar of Figure 6.3. This value can be obtained by substi-

tuting the MTOW value and the result of the cruise energy from (6.3) into (6.4). The

degree of the polynomial equation that best fit the data is determined, where Ecr is of

first degree and W is of fifth degree.
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Figure 6.3: 3D Surface for Minimum Energy Requirement for different vehicles of L/D
ratio of 12 given the Desired Range/Mission.

Flight Speed = 72− 6.908e− 02 •W + 1.688 • Ecr + 7.806e− 05 •W 2 − 1.908e

− 03 •W • Ecr − 4.177e− 08 •W 3 + 1.021e− 06 •W 2 • Ecr + 1.066e

−11 •W 4−2.604e−10 •W 3 •Ecr−1.044e−15 •W 5+2.55e−14 •W 4 •Ecr

(6.4)

With this simplification and identification of the required L/D ratio, Table 6.1

provides a list of L/D ratios and associated difference of the energy consumption in

percentages from abstracted equation 6.3 when deviating from the baseline value of

12. The percentage difference illustrates the impact of the L/D ratio on the energy

consumption for the same range and speed.

The chosen values of L/D ratio from 5 to 18 provide a range for existing eVTOL

designs for estimating the energy consumption for a wide range of multirotor and winged

eVTOL designs. From literature, the L/D ratio found for the multirotor eVTOL and

helicopters is around 5 and less, and for winged eVTOL aircraft the L/D ratio ranges
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from 10 to 20 depending on the aircraft design. In such instance, vectored thrust

eVTOL carrying an economic payload (e.g., tilt propulsion, tilt wing configurations)

can offer the highest L/D ratio (greater than a L/D of 13) when compared to lift-to-

cruise and multirotor configurations [241–243].

Table 6.1: Impact of L/D ratio on the Required Energy Capacity on vehicles With the
Same Speed

L/D ratio % Difference from Baseline L/D of 12

5 -140%

6 -100%

7 -71.42%

8 -50%

9 -33.33%

10 -20%

11 -9.09%

12 (Baseline) 0

13 7.69%

14 14.29%

15 20%

16 25%

17 29.41%

18 33.33%

A similar process was applied to obtain results for a system with a different efficiency

than the baseline 0.765 used in the cruise abstracted equation 6.3. Table 6.2 provides a

list of different system efficiency and associated percentage difference from the baseline

factor of 0.765. The list thus shows the impact of the efficiency difference on the cruise

energy from the 0.765 used as a baseline value in the cruise abstraction equation to

cover wide range of systems.

After estimating the energy for the hover and cruise phase, the next step is to add

energy reserve as illustrated in Figure 6.1. For this study, emergency reserve of 20% of

the total battery capacity is assumed sufficient to land the aircraft safely in emergency

scenarios, and an additional 20% inaccessible top and bottom capacity to prolong the
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Table 6.2: List of Difference factor for Different System Efficiencies in Comparison to
the Baseline Efficiency of 0.765

Efficiency
% Difference from Baseline System

with Efficiency of 0.765

0.9 82.35%

0.85 88.89%

0.8 95.42%

0.765 (Baseline) 0%

0.7 4.58%

0.65 11.11%

0.6 17.65%

battery lifecycle [222, 245]. This limitation result in allowing only 60% of the battery

capacity to be used for the flight mission.

The output of the abstraction methodology provides the minimum power and energy

requirement for the aircraft to perform the flight mission, as the output of step 1 shown

in Figure 5.1 in chapter 5. Thus provides a start point to perform EPS assessment

studies and identify suitable EPS architectures for a concept design.

6.3 Case Study: Validation of the Proposed Abstraction

Methodology

The case study considers three different aircraft concepts used to validate the accuracy

and usability of the proposed methodology and its applicability to wide range of designs.

6.3.1 Concept 1: Tilt Rotor eVTOL Configuration

Using the parameters in Table 6.3, theoretical equations (5.1) and (5.10) are used

to estimate the theoretical power and energy requirements. The estimated hovering

power required to hover the aircraft is 459.16 kW. Assuming the total hovering time is

1 minute, the energy consumption during the hovering phase is 7.65 kWh.

While using the abstracted (6.1), the hovering power is calculated as 472.72 kW,
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Table 6.3: Parameter for Concept 1 eVTOL configuration

Parameters Value Reference

MTOW 2177 kg [235]

Cruise L/D 18 [241]

Speed 89.4 m/s [235]

Propeller area 18.8 m2 Computed

Range 241 km [235]

Hover time 1 min Assumed

Energy Density 235 Wh/kg [235]

and the hovering energy is calculated at 7.9 kWh. With regards to the cruise phase, the

minimum energy required is 103.83 kWh for a L/D of 18 using (6.3). Table 6.4 shows

the summary of the results comparison between the theoretical equations, abstracted

design methodology, and the error between the values in percentages.

The following describes the L/D conversion from the baseline value of 12 to the

required L/D of 18, using the abstracted equation 6.3 and the percentage difference in

Table 6.1. The energy consumption for the cruise phase can be computed using the

abstracted cruise energy in (6.3) provides 155.56 kWh for a L/D ratio of 12. Thus,

to find the energy consumption for a L/D of 18, a factor of 33.33% (see Table 6.1)

is applied to the energy results of (6.3), giving an energy requirement of 103.71 kWh.

Using (6.4), the speed used for the resultant energy consumption is 89.3 m/s which is

relatively close to the specified parameters in Table 6.3.

Table 6.4: Concept 1 Validation Results using 3D surface and Theoretical Equations

Parameter Theoretical Equations
Abstracted Design

Equations
Difference (%)

Hovering Power (kW) 459.16 472.7 -2.95%

Hovering Energy (kWh) 7.65 7.87 -2.95%

Cruise Energy (kWh) 103.83 103.71 0.1%

Total Energy (kWh) 185.79 185.98 -0.1%

Battery Weight (kg) 790.6 791.4 -0.1%
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The total energy consumption for concept 1 is 185.98 kWh including the 40% battery

capacity limits and reserve. Correspondingly, the weight of the battery with an energy

density of 235 Wh/kg is 791.4 kg. The percentage difference from the theoretical

equations and the presented abstract methodology shown in Table 6.4 is less than 0.5%

and -3%.

6.3.2 Concept 2: Lift+Cruise eVTOL Configuration

Table 6.5: Parameter for Concept 2 eVTOL configuration

Parameters Value Reference

MTOW 1508 kg [41]

Cruise L/D 12 [41]

Speed 66.9 m/s [41]

Propeller area 12.56 m2 Computed

Range 97 km [41]

Hover time 1.67 min [41]

Energy Density 200 Wh/kg [41]

The parameters and performance data of concept 2 were acquired from [41], shown

in Table 6.3, to verify the results of the abstracted equations presented in this chapter.

The chosen computed propeller area is 12.56 m2 for the 12-propeller aircraft matches

the results of the hovering power and energy with the data provided in [41].

The hovering power and energy from reference [41] is 325 kW and 9 kWh, and the

cruise energy is 37 kWh with cruise system efficiency of 0.9. Using theoretical equations

(5.1) and (5.10), the hovering power is calculated at 323 kW and the hovering energy

is 9.02 kWh assuming the hovering time is 1.67 minutes to match the hovering energy

given in [41]. The computed cruise energy using the theoretical equations is 36.9 kWh

with a system efficiency of 0.9.

The summary of the results from the abstracted design methodology, theoretical

equations, and the error between the values in percentages are presented in Table 6.6.

The results of the abstracted hovering power using (5.1) is very similar to the results
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of the theoretical equations as seen in Table 6.6. While for the cruise phase, a factor

of 82.35% is applied in addition to the abstracted cruise energy in (6.3) (see Table

6.2) to present the difference of the system efficiency from 0.765 (baseline) to the 0.9

efficiency of concept 2, giving an energy consumption of 35.71 kWh. The speed used in

the resultant abstracted cruise energy consumption can be computed using (6.4). The

speed result is 65.2 m/s which is relatively close to 66.9 m/s given in Table 6.3.

Table 6.6: Concept 2 Validation Results using 3D surface and Theoretical Equations

Parameter Theoretical Equations
Abstracted Design

Equations
Difference (%)

Hovering Power (kW) 324.12 325.45 -0.41%

Hovering Energy (kWh) 9.02 9.08 -0.41%

Cruise Energy (kWh) 36.9 35.7 3.22%

Total Energy (kWh) 76.5 74.6 2.5%

Battery Weight (kg) 382.7 373.12 2.5%

The total energy consumption is 74.6 kWh including the 40% battery capacity limits

and reserve, which is very close to the value given in [41] of 75 kWh presenting a total

error of 0.5%. From this, assuming the energy density of the battery is 200 Wh/kg,

the weight of the battery is 373.12 kg. The percentage difference from the theoretical

equations and the presented abstract methodology shown in Table 6.6 is less than 3.5%

and -1%.

6.3.3 Concept 3: Tilt-jet eVTOL Configuration

To demonstrate the methodology using different eVTOL concepts, concept 3 is a thrust

vectored eVTOL with ducted fans. Aircraft with a ducted fan configuration provides

more thrust and power than a free propeller with the same disc loading [24]. The

presented concept uses 36 fans with a diameter of 0.295 m giving a very small propeller

area of 0.273 m2 hence a large disc loading.

The hovering power presented in [24] is 2570 kW including onboard power and

total system efficiency, hence a 1511 kW excluding any additions. The cruise power

from the reference is 224 kW [24] using a system efficiency of 0.65. Using abstracted
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Table 6.7: Parameter for Concept 3 eVTOL configuration

Parameters Value Reference

MTOW 3175 kg [24]

Cruise L/D 18.26 [24]

Speed 300 km/hr [24]

Propeller area 18.8 m2 Computed

Range 200km [246]

Hover time 1 min Assumed

Energy Density 320 Wh/kg [24]

equations, the hovering power for a free propeller configuration excluding additional

power for onboard systems and efficiency using (5.1) gives 2146 kW and for a ducted

fan configuration using (5.2) the hovering power is 1517 kW. The hovering time used

in [24] is 1 minute, hence the result of the hovering energy is 25.28 kWh.

For the cruise phase, the calculated cruise power is 226.6 kW using theoretical

equations for a L/D ratio of 18.26 which is very similar to the results in [24]. As the

percentages provided in Table 6.1 only considers integer values hence the nearest value

is chosen. Therefore, the cruise power and energy for a L/D of 18 using theoretical

equations is 221.8 kW and 147.89 kWh respectively.

Using the abstracted hovering power in (6.1), a factor of 0.7071 is applied to repre-

sent the ducted fan configuration, giving a hovering power of 1541.6 kW and a hovering

energy of 25.69 kWh for 1 minute. The abstracted cruise energy in (6.3) uses a system

efficiency of 0.765 and a L/D ratio of 12, while concept 3 uses system efficiency of 0.65

and L/D of 18 (rounded). Thereby, factor of 17.69% and 33.33% are applied to the

abstracted cruise energy in (6.3) to represent for a system efficiency of 0.65 and a L/D

of 18, accordingly (see Table 6.1 and 6.2). Table 6.8 present the summary of the results

from the abstracted design methodology, theoretical equations, and the error between

the values in percentages.

The total energy consumption is 288.9 kWh including the 40% battery capacity

limits and reserve. Hence the weight of the battery for the specified mission with an
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Table 6.8: Concept 3 Validation Results using 3D surface and Theoretical Equations

Parameter Theoretical Equations
Abstracted Design

Equations
Difference (%)

Hovering Power (kW) 1517 1541.6 -1.59%

Hovering Energy (kWh) 25.28 25.69 -1.59%

Cruise Energy (kWh) 147.89 147.67 0.14%

Total Energy (kWh) 288.64 288.9 -0.1%

Battery Weight (kg) 902 902.9 -0.1%

energy density of 320 Wh/kg is 902.9 kg using the abstracted design methodology.

The percentage difference from the theoretical equations and the presented abstract

methodology shown in Table 6.8 is less than 1% and -2%.

6.4 Summary

The work conducted in this chapter offers a novel abstract design methodology sum-

marising the relationship between aircraft aerodynamics and EPS requirements in a

readily usable format for EPS assessment studies. The abstract design methodology

enables to perform complete feasibility assessment of different aircraft configurations

from the aircraft aerodynamics to the design of the EPS architecture at initial stage of

design. In contrast to the design methodologies in the literature, the proposed method-

ology does not require a pre-defined aircraft structure or a detailed design of the aircraft

aerodynamics and propeller geometry nor the expertise, which is required at the next

stages latter of the preliminary phase. The methodology is validated using theoretical

equations and conceptual designs from the literature showing a difference of less than

4%. Further work is to consider the relationship between the lift-to-drag ratio and the

speed to investigate the impact of variation of speed values for a fixed lift-to-drag ratio

on the EPS design.

The work in this chapter compliment design methodology for a certification-compliant

EPS architecture presented in Chapter 5 to answer the research question (1). Com-

bining the presented abstraction methodology with Chapter 5 enables a comprehensive
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feasibility assessment of various aircraft configurations, encompassing aircraft aerody-

namics and EPS architecture design, at the initial stage of aircraft design.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

With the continuous growth of the population in urban areas, public transportation will

face substantial pressure, and the proliferation of vehicles will exacerbate congestion

problems in ground transportation. The eVTOL aircraft has been proposed as a solu-

tion to alleviate road congestion by facilitating greener and quieter aviation, offering a

more time-efficient commuting option compared to helicopters.

However, electrically driven propulsion systems for novel eVTOL aircraft represent

a significant step change from the use of electrical power for secondary on-board systems

for state of the art more- electric aircraft, necessitating the use of new EPS architec-

tures and technologies. This step change present its own challenges arise to achieve a

low weight and low cost economic eVTOL design. This highlights the need for compre-

hensive understanding of the safe integration of EPS technologies and the aerodynamic-

electrical failure dependencies to find a design solution for an economic eVTOL aircraft.

The research work has resulted in methods that assess the aircraft configuration, sizing

requirements, and safety requirements of the EPS for a certification-compliant design.

The summary of research results and outcomes are grouped according to the re-

search questions and objectives identified in section 1.3, these are:

“Research Question (1)

What are the essential factors to consider when designing

an economically efficient and lightweight eVTOL aircraft”
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“Research Question (2)

What is the process for designing a certifiable power

system architecture that incorporates non-resettable

protection devices for primary protection”

Chapter 3 contributes to the second research question of this thesis. The chapter

presents the first methodology to model a complete self-triggered Pyrofuse available

in the public domain. The presented model enables the exploration of the design

characteristics and operation of Pyrofuses within a DC system. The key outcome of

this work has illustrated the tunability of the Pyrofuse device for use in a graded

protection system. This is due to its hybrid configuration of pyroswitch and fuses to

best fit the application. The results suggests that good protection coverage against a

range of faults and failure modes can be realised with a purely Pyrofuse based protection

system. However, Pyrofuses are non-resettable which presents challenges for use as a

primary protection for the EPS. Where an externally triggered Pyrofuse is prone to

EMI failures which can result in triggering the Pyrofuse in normal operations. And,

self- triggered devices uses a fuse as the current sensor, where the fuse is a normal DC

fuse which is dependent on the magnitude of current.

Chapter 4 presents one of the key contributions of this thesis, that is a methodology

for a preliminary certification compliance assessment for the use of Pyrofuses in eVTOL

concept designs. This was completed by looking through the review of relevant safety

requirements, eVTOL configurations, and location-specific failure modes. This chapter

contributes to both research question (1) and research question (2).

It is evident from the results that the precise classification of a fault is highly

dependent on the aerodynamic configuration and the design of the protection system.

To use non-resettable devices, it is critical to demonstrate minor failure impact on the

aircraft after the loss of a single non-resettable device. From this, the work in this

thesis have proposed a parallel-redundant Pyrofuse set-up. The set-up consists of an

externally triggered Pyrofuse connected directly to the rest of the system as the primary
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and self-triggered Pyrofuse as a back-up. This proposed solution address issues related

to EMI-related spurious tripping of all Pyrofuses, and the thermal limit of the sensor

fuse in a self-triggered Pyrofuse. This findings of this work contributes to research

question (1). Following from this, the concluding remarks are:

• The Pyrofuse device can be implemented in for a multirotor, vectored thrust, and

lift plus cruise configurations with 10 motors or more. yet challenges remain in

demonstrating the mass tripping of Pyrofuses are extremely improbable. This

requires extensive testing of the EPS against lightning strikes, short-circuit high

impedance faults, and EMI.

• Configurations with less than 10 motors requires a set of safety measures to main-

tain a minor failure impact on the aircraft and prevent common mode failures,

which significantly increases the weight of the EPS. This makes the use of Pyro-

fuses not competitively viable for primary protection of such configurations.

• Realistically, the use of the Pyrofuse is thus restricted to multirotor configura-

tions, where a configuration of 10 motors or more is realisable. Having a vectored

thrust or lift plus cruise configuration of 10 motors or more significantly increases

the hovering power requirement, which reduces the cruise efficiency and the long

range capability of the configuration. Additionally, with the eVTOL market go-

ing towards developing vectored thrust eVTOL aircraft design for both intercity

and intracity flight missions, the use of Pyrofuses for primary protection becomes

infeasible.

• This conclusion address the first research question (1), that is the safety consid-

erations associated with using Pyrofuses in the EPS can offset the weight savings

and result in a heavier EPS eVTOL aircraft.

Chapter 5 presents the first design methodology to capture a certification-compliant

EPS architecture at the preliminary design phase of an eVTOL aircraft. The methodol-

ogy introduces an integrated link between the aircraft concept design, including mission

requirements and aircraft aerodynamics, availability of EPS technologies, and certifi-

cation, to the design of the EPS architecture that enables safety requirements to be
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met. The roadmaps of EPS technology presented in Chapter 2 is combined with the

proposed methodology for a certification-compliant EPS to quantify the impact of the

safety requirements and EPS technologies on the viability of aircraft design for a given

year. The highlight of the results are as follows:

• A complete consideration of the EPS in the early stage design process is essential

to consider the amount of redundancy and oversizing required to address potential

failures for compliance with certification regulations. While considering safety

measures at a later stage will have a snowball effect on the aircraft design to

meet the certification requirements or to be within the design constraints. This

present a risk of impeding the project delivery or the inability to achieve the

required design objectives.

• The aircraft developers in the eVTOL industry are driven by the need to develop

a novel design to allure investors and shareholders. This often includes the need

to overstate the capability of the proposed aircraft configuration with the cost of

simplifying the EPS. For instance, Chapter 5 shows a multirotor configuration

with a certifiable EPS design is limited to intracity transportation of less than

30 km using the currently available technologies (including the weight of the

thermal system), and potentially to around 90 km as the technology progresses

beyond 2030. Unless novel in-house technologies were developed allowing lighter

weight aircraft for longer distances; thus ambitious range target from aircraft

developers above the aforementioned results and timeline is deemed infeasible.

That explains the shift of the eVTOL developers from multirotor configurations

to either vectored thrust and lift plus cruise.

• This conclusion address the first research question (1), that is the safety consid-

erations associated with using Pyrofuses in the EPS can offset the weight savings

and result in a heavier EPS eVTOL aircraft

Chapter 6 compliment the design methodology for a certification-compliant power

system architecture from Chapter 5 to answer the research question (1). Chapter 6

presents a novel abstract design methodology summarising the relationship between
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aircraft aerodynamics and EPS requirements in a readily usable format for EPS assess-

ment studies. The design methodology provides the start point to generate a set of EPS

architectures and evaluate the overall weight of the EPS to the aircraft weight budget.

The key contribution is the integrated design tool that is widely accessible to peo-

ple with no prior experience in aerodynamics and applicable to many eVTOL aircraft

designs. By combining the input from the proposed abstraction design methodology

with the aircraft concept design phase in the methodology for certification-compliant

EPS architecture presented in Chapter 5; it becomes possible to perform a compre-

hensive feasibility assessment of various aircraft configurations, encompassing aircraft

aerodynamics and EPS architecture design, at the initial stage of aircraft design.

In conclusion, the literature reveals that EPS technologies and architecture design

have not been given the highest priority in industry or public domain research. While,

the current state of EPS technologies, in terms of safe integration into aircraft, is a

limiting factor that has not received significant attention. This necessitates the need

for holistic system level designs and weight assessment studies. The work in this the-

sis thus provides the tools, methodologies, and guidance for new market entrants or

researchers in this field to understand the failure dependencies of the EPS in a high

voltage system architecture. This understanding is crucial for effectively and accurately

planning, optimising, and designing a resilient EPS architecture, ultimately leading to

the achievement of a certifiable and an economically viable aircraft. These are, the step-

by-step methodology in Chapter 5 provides the guidelines for a certification-compliant

EPS architecture. Chapter 6 and 2 compliments the work in Chapter 5; Chapter 6

by generating abstracted power requirements of different eVTOL configurations in a

readily usable format facilitating EPS assessment studies, and Chapter 2 by provid-

ing technology roadmaps. Chapter 2 also identified a potential lightweight Pyrofuse

protection device for eVTOL applications. The Pyrofuse was developed, modelled,

and tested in Chapter 3. The airworthiness of the non-resettable Pyrofuse device was

assessed in Chapter 4 through certification requirements and electrical failure modes.

Where Chapter 5 and Chapter 4 are the main contribution of this thesis, where its

content has addressed the two research questions of this thesis.
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7.1 Limitations and Future Work

The research presented in this thesis has explored several aspects from the review

of power and energy requirements for different eVTOL configurations to the process

of system-level and component-level safety assessment. The methodologies proposed

enable the exploration of the design space, facilitating the development of a feasible

and certifiable power system design within a defined timeframe. This section highlight

further work and developments to complement the research outcomes.

7.1.1 Future work

• There is a necessity to elaborate on the Pyrofuse modelling methodology pre-

sented in Chapter 3 to incorporate the effect of thermal cycling degradation fol-

lowing the peak of a current fault. This becomes particularly relevant when

modelling the self-triggered Pyrofuse, as the sensor fuse may be influenced by the

heat and cooling cycles it undergoes when experiencing multiple short-duration

transient faults below the fuse rating. Additionally, further studies on the arc

model of the fuse to be added to the methodology to better estimate the total

clearing time of the fuse if not provided by the manufacturer. It is also valuable

to include an assessment of the impact of ambient temperature and altitude on

the fuse tripping time.This expansion would significantly improve the accuracy

of the Pyrofuse model which can be used to provide verification evidence of the

system behaviour to the certification bodies.

• Chapter 4 has presented the first step into addressing solutions for the challenges

of non-resettable devices for protecting flight critical systems. The potential

mitigation measures to prevent common failure modes and reduce the risks of

NRPDs to an acceptable level, incorporate the use of overvoltage protection de-

vices such as surge arrestors, and the parallel-redundant Pyrofuse set-up using;

self-triggered and externally triggered Pyrofuses. This is to eliminate overvoltage

transients and EMI-related risks from mass tripping Pyrofuses. Further work is

required to validate the proposed solution. This includes modelling the set-up in
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simulation software and test the coordinatino of Pyrofuses in the event of light-

ning transients. 2) Quantitative assessment of the parallel-redundant Pyrofuse

set-up. This could be beneficial in determining the usability of Pyrofuses for

aerospace applications.

• The abstraction methodology discussed in Chapter 6 primarily focuses on ab-

stracting the detailed aerodynamics design of the aircraft to calculate power and

energy requirements for a wide range of aircraft configurations. However, there is

a need for further improvement and expansion of the methodology’s simplification

and usability to investigate the impact of design on key factors, such as noise gen-

eration. Firstly, there is a limitation in the presented methodology regarding the

direct link between the angle of attack, speed, maximum take-off weight, and the

lift-to-drag ratio. This limitation hinders the ability to thoroughly analyse the

impact of changing a single aerodynamic design factor on other aerodynamic fac-

tors and, consequently, the EPS system. Secondly, noise emissions from eVTOL

aircraft pose a significant challenge for operations in urban areas. Therefore, it

is crucial to conduct a study on abstracting the integration of motor speed and

thrust required to lift the aircraft in order to estimate noise emissions. This anal-

ysis is essential for assessing the feasibility of different aircraft designs in terms of

noise levels. Enhancing these aspects of the current abstract design methodology

would greatly benefit designers in selecting an optimal aerodynamic design that

incorporates available EPS technologies and meets safety requirements (by using

methodology in Chapter 5), resulting in a lightweight and economically viable

eVTOL design.
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